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WHAT’S NEW 

Effective October 1, 2019 
Replacement Provider Handbook for All Providers  
Please take a moment to familiarize yourself with the Provider Handbook as it serves as the primary 
reference source for agencies proving services funded by Broward County through the Human 
Services Department, Community Partnerships Division. Multiple areas have been updated to reflect 
current information and links for Fiscal Year 2019-2020. 

 
[The remainder of this page is intentionally blank.] 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
 
The Community Partnerships Division (CPD) Provider Handbook (Handbook) details CPD’s policies, 
procedures, requirements, and standards for compliance with a Broward County (County) Human 
Services Agreement. The Handbook provides descriptions and instructions on how and when to 
complete forms or other documentation. It further serves as CPD’s mechanism for timely distribution 
and implementation of changes in service provision requirements, eliminating the need for some 
contract amendments. 
 
For purposes of this Handbook, the term “Provider” means any entity or group that has an Agreement 
with Broward County Human Services. The term “Client” describes an individual who is eligible for 
County-funded services. The “Agreement” as capitalized, refers to the executed contract between the 
County and the Provider. 
 
Providers can access the current Handbook through the Community Partnerships website by selecting 
the “Provider Handbook” drop down list at the top of the page. CPD will issue Handbook updates as 
needed through AccessBROWARD eSubscription. Providers are responsible for reading the updated 
information and following correct policy to obtain reimbursement from the County. 
 
Updates may be: 

1. Replacement Handbook – Major changes will result in replacing the entire Handbook with a new 
effective date throughout and it will be a clean copy. 

2. Revised Handbook – County will notify Providers of revisions to the Handbook through 
AccessBROWARD. The revised Handbook will include a “What’s New” section identifying any 
major changes or additions to the handbook as well as a revision date on the cover and in the 
footer of the revised chapter. 

 
Chapter I addresses general agreement expectations and related policies and procedures unless 
otherwise indicated in the specific Section Chapters funding the agreement. Providers are required to 
refer to both the general and section specific chapters and must comply with all requirements within 
this Handbook including all revisions and updates as published. 

 
A. Human Services Department 

The Human Services Department’s (HSD) mission is to effectively and efficiently provide innovative 
health and human service programs that assist Broward County’s children, elderly and low-income 
individuals and families achieve well-being and enhance their quality of life, as well as lead the 
community in sharing human service expertise. HSD Divisions and Offices are: 

• Broward Addiction Recovery Division (BARC) 
• Community Partnerships Division (CPD) 
• Crisis Intervention and Support Division (CISD) 
• Elderly and Veterans’ Services Division (EVSD) 
• Family Success Administration Division (FSAD) 
 
 

http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Pages/Default.aspx
https://access.broward.org/About.aspx
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• Office of Administrative Services (OAS) 
• Office of Equity and Community Investment (OECI) 
• Office of Evaluation and Planning (OEP) 

The Human Services Business Plan addresses the Broward County Commission Values to 
approaching human services collaboratively and compassionately, with special emphasis on the 
most vulnerable. The Plan identifies several key issues which when addressed, can assist residents 
toward achieving self-sufficiency and independence. To address these issues, HSD will continue to 
build a comprehensive array of services that are accessible and responsive, meet or exceed best 
practice standards, and are results oriented. The objectives focus on creating a more innovative, 
effective and comprehensive service continuum by reducing fragmentation and encouraging 
collaboration between community partners. 

 
B. Community Partnerships Division 

CPD’s mission is to serve vulnerable Broward County residents through funding opportunities, 
quality services and collaborative solutions. The County’s commitment to efficiency, consistency 
and collaboration, specifically as it relates to contracted human services, is the impetus for the 
Division’s design. Its structure facilitates and ensures a streamlined approach to the funding and 
contracting of social services within Broward County. 

 
CPD consists of three sections that provide contracted human services: (1) Children’s Services 
Administration Section (CSAS), (2) Health Care Services Section (HCS), which includes the Ryan 
White Part A Program Office that provides contracted services for persons with HIV/AIDS and (3) 
Homeless Initiative Partnership Section (HIP). Each Section is responsible for administering the 
continuum of care for a specific target population through an array of contracted social services. 
CPD’s goal is to create a comprehensive system of care that addresses the issues of health 
(physical, special needs, and behavioral health), shelter, and safety. 

 
C. CPD Administration and Section Contacts 

Reception ................................................................................................................ (954) 357-8647 
CPD Admin.............................................................................................................  (954) 357-6202 
FAX ......................................................................................................................... (954) 357-8204 
Email .................................................................................... communitypartnerships@broward.org 
Children’s Services Admin ...................................................................................... (954) 357-7880 
Health Care Services .............................................................................................. (954) 357-5385 
Ryan White Part A ................................................................................................... (954) 357-5390 
Homeless Initiative Partnership ............................................................................... (954) 357-6101 

 

mailto:communitypartnerships@broward.org
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

A. Eligibility to Provide Services 
 

HSD contracts with non-profit and for-profit organizations (when federal funding source does 
not prohibit such contracting) and government entities. 

 
B. Types of Agreements 

 
Broward County and the Provider will execute the appropriate HSD form agreement applicable 
to the Provider’s organizational type and the service provided. Agreements are usually on one 
of three forms: 

• the Consultant Services agreement form 
• the Capital Purchase agreement form 
• the Unit of Service agreement form. 

The forms contain standard language approved by the Board of Commissioners of Broward 
County, Florida (“Board”). Material changes to the Agreement Form are prohibited and require 
Board approval. 

 
C. Method of Reimbursement 

 
The County reimburses Providers through the submission of invoices reflecting services 
rendered in accordance with the signed Agreement, established governmental guidelines, and 
submission of complete and accurate data. For most agreements, CPD reimburses a Provider 
for a measurable portion, or “unit,” of the service the Provider agrees to deliver. HSD has 
standardized unit definitions (Taxonomies) for each service. Additionally, unless specified in 
the Provider Agreement or Contract Adjustment, Providers may not bill the County for services 
that are eligible for Medicaid or other reimbursement. Providers must maintain all supporting 
documentation related to invoices. 

 
Cost per Unit of Service: One (1) hour of service per Client. When applicable, County will 
reimburse for fifteen (15) minutes increments at one quarter of the unit rate. When calculating 
15-minute increments, total the actual time spent for multiple units to the same Client provided 
on the same day. Total of services will be summed before rounding. If the total minutes end in 
a 7-minute increment or less, the Provider will round down to the nearest 15-minute increment. 
If the minutes total ends in an 8-minute increment or more, the Provider will round up to the 
nearest 15-minute increment. The following chart illustrates the rules of rounding and gives the 
appropriate billing unit(s): 

 
Time in Minutes Unit(s) Billed 

1-7 0 
8-22 .25 Unit 

23-37 .50 Unit 
38-52 .75 Unit 
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Unless elsewhere specified, CPD will apply a 3% reduction to payments for services rendered 
in the 3rd month of any quarter in which outcomes attainment for one or more of the indicators 
were not met by more than 5%. CPD will compute the reduction based on the net payment 
amount for the month, after calculation of the required match, but before any disallowed units 
or repayments from any other months are applied. 

 
To ensure compliance with Article 4 of the Agreement and reasonable timeframe for payments, 
the Provider must submit invoices timely based on the schedule outlined in In Exhibit E of the 
Agreement. The invoice templates, Required Services Documentation, the instructions, and the 
submission schedule are in Appendix I. 

If an agreement includes the provision of residential placements, the County pays for the day 
of admission, each day in residence, but not the day of discharge. The County is under no 
obligation to pay for days the Client is not in residence, unless specifically indicated in the Work 
Authorization/Contract Adjustment. Required Match Policy of the HSD 

 
HSD seeks to maximize the dollars available for services to Clients and therefore requires a 
10% match of contracted services, unless otherwise noticed in other sections of this Handbook 
or in the Agreement. 
 
Agreements effective prior to October 1, 2017 require a 10% Unit of Service match, unless 
otherwise specified. For new Agreements effective on October 1, 2017 or later, project match 
may be designated as either units of service and/or in-kind services that are dedicated to and 
utilized solely by the project outlined in the agreement as stipulated in the Match Certification 
Form submitted with the applicable procurement. 

For Unit of Service match, the County reimburses for only 9 out of 10 units delivered, invoiced, 
and documented at the unit price specified in the Agreement. For in-kind match, actual amount 
of in-kind must be submitted to the County monthly with the Agency’s invoice and include 
supporting documentation that accurately reflects the monthly in-kind amount indicated to the 
County. County will apply the match requirement to agreements executed based on the 
appropriate procurement. 

 
D. Client Eligibility for Services 

 
Eligibility for programs and services funded by CPD is generally limited to Clients and their 
families residing in Broward County, ineligible for Medicaid and lack Third Party Insurance 
Coverage. Household income related to the Federal Poverty Level is identified in each Section 
Chapter of this Handbook. Additional specific-section eligibility requirements are identified in 
each Section. In some cases, program services offered may assist in gap coverage. The 
agreement terms indicate income and insurance eligibility limitations, as applicable. 
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E. Cultural Competence 
 

Broward County has a growing population with diverse ethnic and racial backgrounds. To 
ensure that Providers are best able to serve those in need, the County expects Providers to 
understand, communicate with, and effectively interact with people across cultures. Providers 
must have guiding principles and standards that address culturally competent service 
provision, culturally appropriate individual care planning, and staff development. To ensure 
equal access to quality services, the Provider must: 

1. Promote and support the attitudes, behaviors, knowledge, and skills necessary for staff to 
work respectfully and effectively with Clients and each other in a culturally diverse work 
environment. 

2. Develop and implement a strategy to recruit, retain, and promote qualified, diverse, and 
culturally proficient administrative, clinical, and support staff who are trained and qualified 
to address the needs of the racial and ethnic communities being served. 

3. Arrange for and require ongoing education and training for its administrative, clinical, and 
support staff in culturally and linguistically proficient service delivery. 

F. Insurance 
 
The Provider must maintain (at its sole cost and expense on an annual basis, in continuous 
force and effect, throughout the term of the Agreement) the minimum insurance designated in 
this Handbook and Exhibit A of the Agreement. Where any discrepancy exists between the 
insurance requirements in the Handbook and Exhibit A of the Agreement, the requirements in 
Exhibit A takes precedence. 
 
Providers must obtain coverage from US Treasury approved insurers authorized to do 
business in Florida with an AM Best financial rating of at least A-. Coverage will be on the most 
current form of the relevant policy as issued by the Insurance Services Office. Broward County 
must be named as an additional insured on any general liability, automobile liability, and 
excess policy coverage and Provider must require its subcontractors to include Broward 
County as an additional insured on its general liability, automobile liability and any excess 
policy(ies). 

Required Coverage for all Providers: 

1. Commercial General Liability Insurance with minimum limits of $1,000,000 per occurrence   
combined   single   limit   for   bodily   injury   and   property   damage and $2,000,000 
annual aggregate. The policy must be without restrictive endorsements excluding or limiting 
coverage for: 

• Premises and/or operations. 
• Independent contractors. 
• Products and/or Completed Operations for contracts. 
• Broad Form Contractual Coverage applicable to this specific Agreement, including any 

hold harmless and/or indemnification agreement. 
• Personal Injury Coverage with Employee and Contractual Exclusions removed, with 

minimum limits of coverage equal to those required for Bodily Injury Liability and 
Property Damage Liability. 
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2. Business Automobile Liability Insurance, if driving will be required in the performance of 
duties under the Agreement, with minimum limits of $500,000 per occurrence, combined 
single limit for bodily injury and property damage. The policy must be without restrictive 
endorsements excluding or limiting coverage for: 

• Owned Vehicles, 
• Hired, 
• Non-Owned Vehicles, including Employers’ Non-Ownership 
• Any Auto, 
• Scheduled Autos (Scheduled autos must be listed on the Certificate of Insurance). 

 
3. Workers' Compensation Insurance applies for all employees in accordance with state 

statutes and all federal laws. Operations in Florida must comply with Florida Statutes, 
Chapter 440 as amended from time to time, Florida laws and all federal laws. Policy must 
include Employers’ Liability with minimum limits of $100,000 for each accident. Elective 
exemptions or coverage through an employee leasing arrangement will not satisfy this 
requirement. 

4. Professional Liability Insurance is required for any medical treatment, diagnosis, 
assessment, medical services, including psychological assessment, treatment, counseling, 
therapy, prescription of drugs, contact with juveniles, elderly, persons with special needs, or 
other vulnerable populations with minimum limits of $1,000,000 per occurrence. Coverage 
must remain in force for one (1) year after the administration of such services. 

The Provider must submit proof of insurance coverage in the form of Certificates of Insurance 
and endorsements, Declarations pages, or policies to the County Human Services Repository 
prior to execution of the Agreement and prior to expiration of existing policies thereafter. 
County must receive proof of renewal prior to the expiration date of required insurance 
coverage listed in Exhibit A of the Agreement. Failure to provide proof of insurance is grounds 
for suspension of payment for any outstanding invoice and/or termination of the Agreement. 
Providers must submit the required documents to the County Human Services Repository by 
email attachment to: OEPRepository@broward.org or in hard copy to: The Human Services 
Repository, 115 South Andrews Avenue, Suite 318, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301. 

 
Governmental Entities: The Provider must submit written verification of liability protection in 
accordance with the Statute, if the Provider is a municipal corporation, state agency, public body 
politic, or political subdivision of the State of Florida, as defined by Section 768.28, Florida 
Statutes, prior to final execution of an agreement. Provider must require its subcontractors to 
include Broward County as an additional insured on its general liability, automobile liability and 
any excess policy(ies). 

Right to Revise: The County reserves the right to review and revise any insurance 
requirements at any time.  

Waiver: The County may waive any or all required insurance; any waived coverage indicated 
in Exhibit A of the Agreement. Waiver does not mean that the Provider does not need to have 
insurance; only that proof of insurance is not required. 

mailto:OEPRepository@broward.org
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G. Definitions 
 

Definitions of general terms referenced in this Handbook are in Appendix A. Definitions pertaining 
to CSA, HCS, or HIP are under their respective Chapters within this Handbook. 
 

H. Taxonomy of Human Services 

The County uses standard service definitions to improve Client service delivery, prevent 
duplication of services, and facilitate evaluation. The Alliance of Information and Referral 
Systems (AIRS) Taxonomy provides definitions widely used in the United States. The working 
definitions for these taxonomy codes as used by CPD are as published in this Handbook in 
the Taxonomy Definition Credentials document and supersede any other definition are a 
located at the following link Taxonomy Definition Credentials. 

 
I. Human Services Software System 

Providers must utilize the designated Human Services Software System (HSSS). The County 
provides, maintains, and administers HSSS and other County designated data entry systems 
either directly or through a contracted third-party vendor along with the necessary software and 
technical support to implement HSSS access at the Provider’s location(s). The County also 
offers training to workforce members identified and designated by the Provider to become 
Registered Users of HSSS or other County designated data entry systems. The CSA currently 
uses the Services and Activity Management Information Services (SAMIS) . The HIP section 
uses Homeless Management Information System (HMIS), and the HealthCare Services and 
Ryan White Sections use Provide Enterprise Management Information System (Provide). 
 
1. Providers are required to access, enter, and share HSSS data electronically as follows: 

• Information to be Shared – Providers must enter service related information into HSSS 
for any service provided to a Client for which the Provider seeks payment under an 
agreement. Information relating to Client services and administrative data pertaining to 
the Provider’s responsibility for funded service delivery will be shared with the County. 
 

• Securing Shared Information – Providers must employ the HSSS security features in 
accordance with the  HSD Information Systems Security Policies . Client information will 
be shared with the County through HSSS. The system security features maintain the 
integrity and privacy of all data as required by the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPPA), and all applicable regulations. 

 
• Confidentiality – Providers must notify each Client in writing that his/her information may 

be shared with participating agencies, as necessary, for coordination of care. The 
Provider must obtain the appropriate signed consent form(s) from the Client prior to 
entering information pertaining to the Client into HSSS and must maintain the forms in 
the Client’s physical file for monitoring purposes. Consent forms must describe how the 
information will be shared, how the information will be used, and how the information 
will be protected. 

 
 

http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/MasterTaxonomyDefinitionsCredentials%20FY18%20GS%20RFP%20%20effective%204.1.19.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/Administration/Documents/HSInfoSystemsSecurityPolicies.pdf
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o Records: Providers are required to protect the privacy rights of all Clients with 
respect to records created, maintained, and available in HSSS. Violation of this 
requirement is considered grounds for immediate termination of the Provider’s 
access to HSSS other County designated data entry system and may result in the 
County reporting such violations to the appropriate federal and state agencies. Such 
violation is also cause for termination of the Provider’s agreement at the sole 
discretion of the County’s Human Services Director. 
 

o Registered Users: Providers must provide its workforce members including but not 
limited to employees, contractors, students, interns and volunteers (paid or unpaid) 
and retain on file, written procedures concerning HSSS, to include potential 
consequences consistent with federal and state regulations. These regulations 
strictly prohibit access by anyone other than those authorized in writing by the County 
as Registered Users of the HSSS other County designated data entry system. 

 

J. Reporting (Quarterly Reports and Outcomes) 
 

Performance or outcome measurement is the regular collection of specific information by the 
funded Provider regarding the effectiveness of County services. It includes measurement of 
how well the services are impacting individual Clients and addresses the effect those services 
are generally having on the community. Together with strategic planning, benchmarking and 
continuous improvement, performance measurement forms the nucleus for managing results. 
The County uses this information when determining funding priorities and awarding of dollars. 
Outcome terms and definitions are in Appendix E. 
 
Providers are required to submit Outcome Reports as part of the monthly invoice packet on a 
quarterly basis (January 15, April 15, July 15, October 15) unless otherwise specified in the 
Section chapter of this Handbook. Each complete report consists of a Demographic Report 
form, an Outcome Report form clearly showing Client progress through Outcome indicators, 
and a narrative report. The narrative should detail how the Provider measured results, explain 
any unmet Outcomes, and provide any other information pertinent to the Provider’s delivery of 
services. Report packets due on July 15th must also include a copy and an aggregated 
report of the Provider’s Client satisfaction survey to be considered complete. 

CPD will return packets containing reports with errors (calculation, incorrect dates, missing 
signatures, missing a narrative or clear explanation as to methodology in outcome calculation 
and/or lack of outcome attainment) in their entirety to the Provider. Resubmitted packets must 
have an updated signature and date on the attached invoice. Programs with Outcome results 
that fail to come within 5% of the target goal will be assessed a 3% financial reduction on the 
accompanying invoice (unless otherwise specified). 

Providers must administer a Client Satisfaction Survey at a minimum of one time each year. 
The results from Client Satisfaction surveys should help both the Provider and the County learn 
Clients’ perspective on the Provider’s organization and services. Providers should design their 
respective survey to assess diverse aspects of services and include questions that are relevant 
to their organization and services provided. 
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Refer to Chapter I, General Information Section C for further details. Refer to Appendix I for 
copies of the report forms and further instructions. The County provides formal training on 
completion of Invoices and Quarterly Outcome Reports annually, and Provider attendance is 
mandatory. 

K. Records Management 
 

The Provider must have a procedure in place to ensure consistent retention, control, and 
maintenance of all appropriate records regarding funding. 

 
1. Providers must adhere to the following records management requirements: 

• Active and inactive Client files and medical records must be stored and maintained in a 
controlled and secure area. 

• Client records are not removed from the Provider's premises, unless otherwise required 
by law or otherwise authorized by the Provider's written policies and procedures. Such 
policies and procedures are subject to advance written approval by the Contract Grant 
Administrator (CGA). 

• Access to Client records is limited to authorized personnel of the Provider and 
authorized personnel of the County as such personnel is approved in advance in writing 
by the CGA. 

• Client records are not left unattended in areas accessible to unauthorized individuals. 
• Access to electronic data is controlled in terms of user authorization to use the system 

and limitations on what the user is authorized to view or change. 
• Written consent or authorization, signed by the Client, is obtained for release of Client 

records and/or information unless otherwise required by law. 
•  Requests by Clients to view their personal files and medical records are honored in a 

timely manner and reviewed only in the presence of an authorized Provider staff person. 
• Provider will conduct an orientation to new staff persons, employees, and volunteers. 

Each of the Providers employees and volunteers must sign an acknowledgement of 
confidentiality policies and procedures acknowledging his/her awareness and 
understanding of confidentiality laws, regulations, and policies. 

• Access to confidential modem numbers, passwords, and electronic files and medical 
records related to the designated HSSS is limited. 

• Procedures, as applicable, that address Client file and medical record identification, 
filing methods, storage, retrieval, organization and maintenance, access and security, 
confidentiality, retention, release of information, copying, and faxing are implemented. 

• Client files are safeguarded in the event of an emergency. 

2. Client Information: Must be maintained in a Client file, where appropriate, for each Client 
served through the Agreement. Unless waived in advance in writing by the CGA, the file 
must contain: 
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• A fact or intake form to include case file number; Client name/Client identifier; date of 
birth; race/ethnicity; eligibility; income, and verification where needed for eligibility or 
fees; emergency contact information; date of program entry; and other sources 
available to meet the Client's needs. 

• A record of services arranged, provided, or delivered, directly or via subcontract, with 
certification by appropriate Provider staff. 

• An individualized assessment/treatment plan with Client strengths and weaknesses 
and services required. For clinical programs, an original treatment consent signed 
by the Client prior to treatment is required. 

• The treatment schedule and service delivery records. 
• An individual case management plan with evidence of Client participation in its 

development, individual goals and objectives with time frames for achievement, and 
degree of attainment or accomplishment. 

• Original case and/or progress notes signed and dated; for time-based units of 
service, beginning and ending times. 

• Residential occupancy, shelter, and telephone logs. 
• Consumer satisfaction surveys. 
• Referrals and timely follow-up: signed releases for referrals or information requests, 

or notation that such releases will be obtained as needed based on the Provider’s 
policy; referral follow-up/results. 

• Date of and reason for discharge, with a formal discharge plan and discharge follow-
up, as appropriate. 

• Other: All file entries must be dated, legible, and substantive; the file and file entries 
must be current, consistent, timely, and in chronological presentation, with no loose 
pages; file entries must contain the signature, title, and credentials of the file entry 
writer; case identifiers must be used consistently throughout the file; and if details of 
sensitive services are segregated within the file, they must be clearly dated and 
initialed so that verification of service delivery may be obtained from this source if no 
other file source provides sufficient verification. 

3. Required Internal Documentation includes personnel files, including hiring records, job 
descriptions, policies, and evaluation procedures; authorized time sheets, records, and 
attendance sheets; daily activity logs and monthly calendars. 

4. Referral and Tracking System Requirements: The Provider must maintain a formal 
referral tracking system, as applicable, identifying all Clients referred to and from the 
funded program(s). The system must identify the basis for any referral made, the 
unavailability of any services, and the services delivered to the Client(s). If a Client is 
referred to another agency, the file must include the action taken by that agency pursuant 
to the referral. 
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L. Reports 
 

The Provider must submit all required reports (including but not limited to Quarterly Reports) in 
its Agreement within the designated time frames. In the event services similar or identical to 
those in the Agreement are purchased and/or subsidized in whole or in part by another funding 
source, and upon request by the County, the Provider must submit a written report containing 
the same level of information concerning these services as is required on invoices and 
supporting documentation. The Provider must submit any monitoring reports and/or 
accreditation reports from other agencies or funding sources for services like those being 
purchased under the Agreement within 30 calendar days of receipt. 

 
1. Incident Reports: The Provider must immediately report knowledge or reasonable suspicion 

of abuse, neglect, or exploitation of a child, aged person, or disabled adult to the Florida 
Abuse Hotline on the state-wide toll-free telephone number (1-800- 96ABUSE). In 
accordance with Chapters 39 and 415, Florida Statutes, the foregoing provision is binding 
upon both the Provider and its employees. 

The Direct Service Provider must notify the Contract Grants Administrator (“CGA”) within 
24 hours (one business day) of any incident or circumstance that involved a County-funded 
Client using the Incident Report Form, including but not limited to: 

 
• Reports to the Florida Abuse Hotline as required above. 
• Death, injury, abuse, arrest, exploitation, contagious illness, or endangerment of Clients; 
• Illegal activity(ies) involving Clients or the Provider’s staff; 
• Property damage affecting housing quality or safety or affecting equipment purchased 

with County funds; 
• Notification of any lawsuit(s) initiated against the Provider; 
• Written reports must contain, as applicable, identification of all parties involved in the 

incident in such a manner that confidentiality is maintained as required by law; a 
description of the incident, including all pertinent details such as dates, injuries, and 
damages; the date the incident became known to the Provider; the date the incident was 
reported to the Florida Abuse Hotline; the date, agency, and report number of any report 
made to a law enforcement agency; the specific complaint in a lawsuit; the current 
status; and any other pertinent information. The reports must include contact names and 
contact information for the Provider’s personnel and/or representatives who will be able 
to discuss the incident with appropriate County staff. Do not include Client names or 
other Client identifying information on the Incident Report form. Use the Unique Client 
Identifier designated by HSSS. 

• The CGA will follow-up to secure more detailed information, as needed. 
• If notification within 24 hours is not possible due to emergency conditions, the Provider 

must submit notification as soon as possible thereafter, but in no case later than the next 
business day. Initial notification may be verbal, followed within 48 hours of the incident 
by a written report containing details of the incident or circumstance. 
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2.  Utilization Report: The County monitors compliance of fund utilization of all County 
agreements. On a monthly basis, along with the monthly invoice, Providers must submit a 
utilization report for each program. Utilization reports include the Provider’s actual monthly 
invoice amount and monthly projections for the fiscal year, which add up to an estimated 
annual utilization for the Agreement. The Provider must complete the narrative portion of 
the utilization report to address the “Challenges” and “Actions”. If utilization is on target, 
enter “Utilization on Target" on the form. Refer to the Forms Section Appendix I, Utilization 
Report. Forms are disseminated by the Contracts Grants Administrator assigned to the 
Agreement. The Contract Grants Administrator will notify the Provider should concerns 
regarding the program’s fund utilization arise. A Utilization Action Plan may be issued as 
needed. 

 
M. Continuity of Operations 

 
CPD’s mission is to work collaboratively with community partners to ensure continuity of 
services. Providers are required to maintain and update a Continuity of Operations Plan 
(COOP) that establishes policy and guidance to ensure performance of mission essential 
functions identified in their Agreement(s) during (and after) a declared disaster when applicable. 
Providers must submit the agency’s current COOP upon execution of the agreement with the County. 
On an annual basis, Providers are required to provide a copy of their COOP to their 
Contract/Grants Administrator by April 15th of each year. 
 
The COOP must ensure the continuation of the mission essential functions to keep its facility 
and/or offices operational at any location. The objectives of such a plan are to mitigate risks; 
reduce disruption of operations; protect essential equipment, records, and other assets; 
minimize damage and loss; provide organizational and operational stability; facilitate decision 
making during an emergency; and achieve an orderly recovery.  

The COOP must include: 
1. The process of notifying Broward County of Provider operational closings and openings 
2. Details on how the Provider will manage County-funded Clients during and after a 

declared disaster. 
 

Upon review of the items above, the assigned Contract/Grants Administrator will send a 
confirmation letter of having received and accepted the submitted COOP. 
 

N. Forms 
 

All Forms are in Appendix I and on the CPD website. 
 

O. Program Monitoring and Evaluation 
 

CPD conducts monitoring of contracted Providers to determine compliance with the 
requirements of the Agreement, the Work Authorization/Contract Adjustment, and the 
Handbook at least once annually. When the Provider has agreements with more than one CPD 
Section, the Sections may conduct joint monitoring. CPD may also jointly monitor with the 
Children's Services Council, the Department of Children and Families, the Florida Department 
of Health in Broward County, or other organizations from which the Provider receives funding. 
The County considers monitoring findings in renewal and future funding decisions. 
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1. Access Requirements: 

• Providers must allow County personnel reasonable access during all announced and 
unannounced visits at its service and administrative sites for examination of agreement-
related records and data, observation of service delivery, and interaction between 
Clients and Provider staff. CPD will maintain confidentiality of Client services and records 
in full accordance with any federal or state laws mandating such confidentiality. 

• Providers must make all records and Client files relevant to the Agreement/Work 
Authorization/Contract Adjustment accessible to County staff for inspection, review, 
copying, and/or audit at all times during the Agreement term and beyond. If any of the 
documentation is not readily available, CPD will suspend payments until it is available 
and provided. 

• The Provider will permit CPD personnel to use digital photography to record the 
condition of its facilities unless prohibited by law or waived in writing by the CGA. CPD 
staff will make a good faith effort to prevent photography of any Client, unless needed to 
record the Client's condition. 

• Scope of Review: CPD monitors the evaluation elements listed in Appendix F, 
Administrative & Programmatic Review Elements, and may review other areas as 
needed. CPD encourages contracted Providers to consider all the evaluation items while 
developing, implementing, and practicing their programs, and to seek clarification as 
needed. 

P. Other 
1. Required Provider participation: 

• Providers must attend designated County meetings and assign appropriate staff as 
necessary. Meetings may be to assess service quality, delivery systems, and 
coordination, consumer satisfaction, records maintenance, and funding maximization. 
The Provider will also attend training as requested by the County. 

• Homeless Point in Time Count: If the Provider serves individuals or families experiencing 
homelessness, the Provider agrees to participate, as requested by the CGA, in the 
annual count of the homeless population conducted by Broward County or its designated 
agent. 

• Organizational Profile: The Organizational Profile for the Provider is necessary in order 
to ensure coordinated health, education, and human services planning in Broward 
County. It is used for collecting data for a countywide resource inventory. The Provider 
should contact 2-1-1 (info@211-broward.org) for information regarding how to submit or 
update its Agency Profile. Agency Profiles must be submitted or updated annually. 
Agency changes during the year may necessitate updates as they occur. 

  

http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/MonitoringAdminReviewElements.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/MonitoringAdminReviewElements.pdf
mailto:info@211-broward.org
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2. License Requirements for Providers of Substance Abuse Services 

Providers of substance abuse services must have and maintain in good standing a State of 
Florida, Department of Children and Families (DCF) license for the appropriate level of 
substance abuse treatment services for which the County is contracting. Information about 
the DCF licensure regulation may be viewed at: DCF Licensure Regulation. 

 
3. Background Screening Requirements 

Providers serving children, developmentally disabled and vulnerable adults must conduct a 
security background screening of all staff and all volunteers consistent with the screening 
criteria outlined in Section 435, Florida Statutes. Security background investigations must 
include, but not be limited to, fingerprinting for statewide criminal history records checks 
through the Florida Department of Law Enforcement, and national criminal history records 
checks through the Federal Bureau of Investigation and may include local criminal checks 
through local law enforcement agencies. All fingerprints must be submitted electronically to 
the Florida Department of Law Enforcement using a DCF approved Live Scan service 
provider. More information on state requirements may be found on the DCF website: DCF 
Background Screening. Additional information on state requirements may be found at 
websites below: Florida Statues Ch. 435. 

4. Request for Proposals (RFP) Appeals 

Information regarding the appeals process may be found at: Administrative Code 23.10.  
 
 

[The remainder of this page is intentionally blank.] 

http://www.myflfamilies.com/service-programs/substance-abuse/licensure-regulation
http://www.myflfamilies.com/service-programs/substance-abuse/licensure-regulation
http://www.dcf.state.fl.us/programs/backgroundscreening/index.shtml
http://www.dcf.state.fl.us/programs/backgroundscreening/index.shtml
http://flsenate.gov/Laws/Statutes/2010/Chapter435/All
https://library.municode.com/fl/broward_county/codes/administrative_code?nodeId=CH23OPPOHUSE_PTIIHUSEDEGRFUNOFOFORPUENVOORCIASCOOF_23.10APPR
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CHAPTER II: CHILDREN’S SERVICES ADMINISTRATION SECTION 
 
A. Children’s Services Administration Section 
 

The Children’s Services Administration Section (CSAS) administers funds dedicated to children’s 
services appropriated by the Broward County Board of County Commissioners (Board). The Board 
and other major children’s service funders in Broward County work in collaboration to develop 
comprehensive, unduplicated services within a System of Care for children/adolescents and their 
families. Program categories include Behavioral Health; Individuals with Disabilities; Independent 
Living Skills; Childcare/Child Supervision; and Supported Employment/Economic Stability. 
Population of Focus includes, but are not limited to, individuals with Sensory Impairment; 
Developmentally Delayed; Physically Impaired; involved in the Juvenile Justice System; 
transitioning from Child Welfare; Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Questioning (LGBTQ); 
and victims of human trafficking. CSA is transitioning to utilize a Service Delivery Model (SDM) for 
each respective service category. 
 
The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), Office of Justice Programs (OJP) Bureau of Justice 
Assistance (BJA) provides funding to assist with efforts to prevent or reduce crime and violence 
under the Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant (JAG) Program. The JAG Program is 
the primary provider of federal criminal justice funding to state and local jurisdictions. The BJA is 
also responsible for identifying strategies and purposes for funding, known as the Eligible Federally 
Authorized Purpose Areas. The Florida Department of Law Enforcement (FDLE) is responsible for 
the distribution of state-allocated JAG funds through a designated application process open to 
local units of government. Broward County is the designated subgrantee responsible for 
implementing funds federal funds received though FDLE.  

 
The Children’s Services Administration (CSAS) Section is the recipient of a System of Care 
Expansion grant from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Substance Abuse and 
Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA). In collaboration with Broward Behavioral 
Health Coalition (BBHC), Broward County Public Schools, Child Welfare Lead Agency (ChildNet), 
South Florida Wellness Network, and the Children’s Services Council of Broward an initiative 
known as One Community Partnership 3 (OCP3) is enhancing the delivery of services to 
transition-age youth and emerging adults (12- 21 years of age) who experience serious emotional 
disturbance (SED) and those with early signs and symptoms of serious mental illness (SMI), 
including first episode psychosis, and their families. OCP3 will transform the existing System of 
Care (SOC) by creating a youth and family driven and recovery-oriented community to best enable 
youth with complex needs to remain in the least restrictive setting, achieve wellness and recovery, 
and successfully transition to adulthood.  

 
B. Systems of Care 
 

The System of Care specifically adopted for Broward County consists of a collaboration of services 
and interventions necessary to assist children, youth and young adults who experience behavioral 
health issues or who have special needs which affect their quality of life. Broward’s System of Care 
is based on the following guiding principles: 
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1. Family-Driven and Youth Guided: Youth and their families/caregivers serve as equal partners 
in service planning, implementing and evaluating their plans, service delivery, and progress. 
Individualized: Service planning is tailored to the unique needs, preferences, hopes and 
dreams of the youth and family as specified on the treatment or service plan. Services will be 
guided by the individualized plan, which is comprehensive and responds to the evolving needs 
of the youth and family. 

2. Individualized: Service planning is tailored to the unique needs, preferences, hopes and 
dreams of the youth and family as specified on the treatment or service plan. Services will be 
guided by the individualized plan, which is comprehensive and responds to the evolving needs 
of the youth and family. 
 

3. Strength Based: Plans and services recognize, incorporate and build on each youth’s and 
family’s strengths rather than their challenges identified during the assessment that help 
facilitate the youth and family's attainment of goals. 

4. Collaboration and Integration: The focus and management of services occurs within a multi-
agency environment, using a team-based approach, in order to respond to the complex needs 
of youth and families. Services are coordinated with multiple systems and providers, both 
formal and informal, and ensure an appropriate and clear transition between levels of care and 
between the youth and adult system of care. 

5. Community Based: A continuum of care is identified, developed and provided in the local area 
where the children and family reside. Services are delivered in the least restrictive, most natural 
environment that is clinically appropriate. 

6. Persistent Commitment: All children and youth are eligible to receive services appropriate to 
the level of severity of their behavior or disabilities. Providers ensure children, youth and 
families receive appropriate services and supports. Providers will ensure that appropriate 
referrals to community partners are made to meet all the families’ and youths’ needs. 

7. Culturally Competent: The services offered, the agencies participating, and the programs 
generated should be responsive to the cultural context and characteristics of the youth and 
family. Services should be culturally, linguistically and developmentally appropriate. 

8. Outcome Driven: Goals and strategies of each youth’s service plan are tied to measurable 
indicators of success. These indicators are frequently evaluated and used make decisions that 
further improve outcomes for youth and families in Broward County. 

C. Client Eligibility for Services 
 

Providers must maintain documentation of Client eligibility for services in the Client file. Household 
income must not exceed Federal Poverty Level of 400% unless there are extenuating  
circumstances. Information regarding the Poverty Guidelines may be found at 2019 Health and 
Human Services (HHS) Poverty Guidelines. 

 

1. Clients to be served are individuals from the ages birth through their 22nd birthday unless 
otherwise specified in the Provider Agreement. 

 
 

https://aspe.hhs.gov/poverty-guidelines
https://aspe.hhs.gov/poverty-guidelines
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2. Acceptable documentation of income may include free/reduced lunch eligibility from Broward 
County Schools; W-2 forms; two most recent pay stubs; prior year's income tax return; proof of 
public assistance; disability benefits;  other income or income status certified by the Client. 

 
3. Client eligibility for services must be verified annually. 

4. Children experiencing homelessness are eligible for services based on the HUD categories of 
homelessness.  Refer to Appendix A Definitions, CSA Definitions 

D. Cultural Competence 
 

Refer to Chapter I, General Information Section F. 
 

E. Definitions 
 

Refer to CSA Definitions in Appendix A. 
 

F. Billing/Invoicing/Match Requirement 
 

Refer to Chapter I, General Information Section C and D 
 
G. Reports 
 

Refer to Chapter I, General Information Section M and Forms Section Appendix I. 
 
H. Forms 
 

Refer to the CSA Forms section Appendix I. 
 
I. Other 
 

1. Client Satisfaction Surveys: Children’s Services Administration (CSA) requires that all 
Providers ask Clients the same questions on overall satisfaction using specific language 
provided by CSA. CSA also requires Providers include the following information in their report: 

 
o The total number of surveys administered/mailed and the total number and percent of 

complete surveys that are returned. 
o The total number of responses to each question and a breakdown of the number and 

percent of responses to each response category. 
o A brief narrative with the Provider’s analysis of the results and any actions taken based on 

survey results. 
2. Flex Funds: Flex funds are allowable as part of intervention services. Flex funds are defined 

as resources that are critically needed to address the Client’s needs and is essential in 
supporting the Clients Individualized Service Plans goals, that are not available in the time 
frame from any other source. Efforts to identify and access other sources for the goods or 
services needed by Clients must be documented to support the use of flex funds. Instances 
when services or goods needed by the Client are inaccessible due to funding eligibility criteria 
or the Client’s lack of resources are considered examples to justify flex fund use. The goods 
or services must be directly linked to goals in the Client’s Service Plan. The Service Plan must 
include a specific rationale of how the services or goods will help the Client meet the goal(s). 
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Flex funds may address emergency or non-emergency needs. When used for emergency 
needs, flex funds may be used to help with the immediate circumstances but may not be used 
on an ongoing basis. There must be a documented plan to address the ongoing issue and/or 
circumstances on a longer-term basis. For all flex funds (emergency and non- emergency), the 
Provider should work with the Client to develop a budget that identifies flex fund use. 

 

The County will provide flex funds on a reimbursement basis. All flex fund reimbursement 
requests must be submitted with the monthly invoice and include receipts. Use of flex funds 
must comply with Broward County Children’s Services Administration Section’s criteria for flex 
funds and any subsequent communication from the County. The County must approve a written 
flex fund policy and procedure that specifies the appropriate purpose and uses of flex funds 
and include their current or proposed Flex Fund policy. The policy must include an approval 
process for authorization of flex funds. The process must also include a uniform process for 
submission, review, and approval by appropriate levels of staff; a system for dispensing and 
tracking the funds; and a system for collecting and maintaining records of requests, checks, 
receipts and other supporting documentation. Flex funds must not be distributed via checks or 
cash directly payable to the Client and this must be documented in the policy and procedure. 
Checks must be payable to the specific vendor that will provide the service or goods. If gift 
cards are used, the flex fund policy and procedure must specifically address how the cards will 
be secured and ensure cards are disbursed and used for purposes aligned with the Client 
Service Plans. Tracking (including details on who has issued the gift card, date, amount, 
purpose, and signature by the Client to confirm receipts) of gift cards is required. Flex funds 
amounts are based on advertised Request for Proposals (RFP) and/or identified in the 
Provider contracts.  
 

3. Evidence Based Practices (EBP): Broward County provides behavioral health services that 
are based on the best evidence available to improve both outcomes and the quality of life for 
Clients and their families. All agreements in Special Needs, Behavioral Health Mental Health 
Counseling, Substance Use Disorder Counseling, and Dual Diagnosis/Co-occurring Disorders 
Counseling Service Categories are required to implement an EBP unless otherwise indicated. 

 
To improve the quality of services to children, funds are allocated for scientific, evidence-based 
services that have proven efficacy and effectiveness about treatment practices and their impact 
on children and their families. This scientific research-based method of evaluating treatment 
practices has the goal of moving away from clinical, opinion-based decisions. Such practices 
document efforts to assure fidelity and measure the impact of the practice on the child and 
family. 

More information regarding the EBPs may be obtained by accessing the following website: 
National Registry of Evidence-based Programs and Practices (NREPP). 

The EBP must be approved by the County for use in the areas of Special Needs, Behavioral 
Health/Mental Health Counseling, Substance Use Disorders, Counseling, and Dual Diagnosis 
Counseling Service Categories are listed below. Refer to CSA Definitions in Appendix A. 

  

https://www.samhsa.gov/nrepp
https://www.samhsa.gov/nrepp
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4. Client Engagement: Providers can use, but are not limited to, one of the six Evidence-Based 
Practices listed below to address the needs of resistant Clients through one of these 
motivational approaches. The following approaches are also recognized by SAMHSA’s 
National Registry of Evidence-based Programs and Practices: 

• Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) 
• Motivational Enhancement Therapy (MET) 
• Motivational Interviewing (MI) 
• Solution Focused Brief Therapy (SFBT) 
• Transition to Independence Process (TIP) 
• Wraparound 

For additional information regarding the above approaches, refer to CSA Definitions in 
Appendix A. 

For “License Requirements for Providers of Substance Abuse Services”, refer to Chapter I, 
General Information Section Q. 

 
[The remainder of this page is intentionally blank.] 
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CHAPTER III: HEALTH CARE SERVICES SECTION 
 
A. Health Care Services Section 
 

The Health Care Services Section administers funds dedicated to providing the highest quality, 
consumer-friendly and cost-effective services to individuals with health care, behavior health, 
mental health and special health care needs in Broward County. The Health Care Services Section 
is responsible for the professional oversight, as well as fiscal and contract administration, pertaining 
to the delivery of health care services, and related support services. 

 
B. General Philosophy of Services 
 

The general philosophy for services funded under the Health Care Services Section are twofold. 
First, ensure that services provided to eligible Broward County residents in need of health-related 
services are both targeted and specialized. The goal of these services is to develop skills through 
the delivery of health-related care that maintain consumers of such services in the least restrictive 
environment as possible. This vision is achieved through values that demonstrate an understanding 
of disparities in healthcare outcomes within traditionally underserved and low-income segments of 
our community who are often disenfranchised from medical care and social services. In doing so, 
funded Health Care Services agencies integrate use of National Standards on Culturally and 
Linguistically Appropriate Services (CLAS) in programs. Second, funded agencies providing health 
services will share Health Care Services (HCS) philosophy that the expected outcome from services 
received by consumers will produce self-sufficiency. 

 
C. Continuum of Care 
 

The County’s health delivery system is anchored by an established public primary health care 
system comprised of two tax-assisted hospital districts offering inpatient and emergency care, and 
outpatient primary medical care services. More than 300,000 County-funded primary care 
encounters are delivered annually. Healthcare services in Broward County are complimented by a 
local health department that is supported in part by funds provided by the County under Florida 
Statute (Chapter 154) in addition to two Federally Qualified Health Centers. The Veterans Services 
Administration also operates two outpatient clinics located in central and west Broward County. 
 
County funding is intended to augment health and support services provided in the County’s health 
delivery system. Health program funding is not intended to supplement existing program funding, 
but provide residents with access to health-related services that are traditionally not provided within 
the continuum of care and bridge access to such services while Clients are on a waitlist, or expand 
access where service caps or restrictions prevent Clients from achieving self-sufficiency while 
maintaining their ability to reside in the least restrictive environment as possible. The delivery of 
funded services will be provided to Clients in a coordinated manner across federal, state and local 
programs and will demonstrate how the Provider will continuously monitor applicable wait-lists to 
ensure that the County is the payer of last resort. 
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The County’s healthcare continuum also includes several targeted health related programs and 
services.  These include: 

1. Special Health Services (SHS) – These services include targeted health services delivered 
by not-for-profit organizations to adults with special health care needs that assist Clients to 
remain in the least restrictive environment possible and achieve self- sufficiency. The goal of 
these programs is to provide Clients with access to health- related services while on wait-list 
or expansion of approved services due to existing program caps or restrictions that assist 
Clients in achieving self-sufficiency and are being maintained in least restrictive environments. 

2. Special Health Initiatives: 

a. HIV Health and Support Services - HIV core medical and support services are provided 
through community partnerships to promote rapid engagement of persons with HIV to 
early medical care and interventions that assist Clients with adherence to medical care 
and retention in care. 

b. Maternal Health Services – Services are provided through community partnerships to 
reduce fetal and infant death. Clients receive specialized face-to-face counseling, 
education, case management, prenatal/postpartum care, pediatric care, immunizations 
and linkage services to at-risk Clients in Broward County living in the 33309, 33311, 
33313, 33319 and 33068 Zip Code areas. 

3. Maternal Health Services – Services are provided through community partnerships to reduce 
fetal and infant death. Clients receive specialized face-to-face counseling, education, case 
management, prenatal/postpartum care, pediatric care, immunizations and linkage services 
to at-risk Clients in Broward County living in the 33309, 33311, 33313, 33319 and 33068 Zip 
Code areas. Mental Health - Provides funding for adult mental health services including 
mobile crisis, inpatient psychiatric services, mentoring and consumer support services. The 
County contributes to Local Community Mental Health Match funding to assist approved 
community mental health providers receiving Florida Department of Children and Families 
funding for adult mental health services in meeting a portion of their local match obligation. 
 
a. Specialized mental health initiatives target: 

i. Domestic Violence - Provides targeted counseling services to persons regardless of 
race, age, sexual orientation, religion or gender identity who have experienced a 
pattern of abusive behavior in any relationship that is used by one partner to gain or 
maintain power and control over another intimate partner. 

4. Specialty Health Care – Provides funding for services that have been deemed imperative to 
assist low-income individuals living in Broward County. Provides funding services to protect 
and serve the most vulnerable adults in Broward County who lack the capacity to make 
their own decisions and are vulnerable to abuse, neglect, and financial exploitation. 



 

a. Specialized Information and Referral (SIR) – Provides linkages to Clients in crisis or 
seeking referral for community services, mental health, medical care, financial 
assistance, legal assistance, basic needs, and other related services. 

b. Low Income Pool (LIP) – Provides support for safety-net providers for the costs of 
uncompensated charity for low-income and uninsured individuals. Uncompensated 
care includes charity care for the uninsured but does not include uncompensated care 
for insured individuals, bad debt, or Medicaid and Children’s Health Insurance 
Program (CHIP) shortfall. 

c. Public Guardianship Services – Provides court-ordered guardianship services to 
declared incapacitated individuals by the 17th Judicial Circuit, who do not have 
adequate income or assets to afford the services of a private guardian, and there is 
no willing family or friends to serve as guardian. 

5. Health Facilities Authority 

The Broward County Health Facilities Authority (HFA) was created by Broward County 
Ordinance No. 77-35 pursuant to Chapter 154, Public Health Facilities, Florida Statutes. 
Its purpose is to assist health facilities in the acquisition, construction, financing and 
refinancing of projects (Capital) in any incorporated or unincorporated area of Broward 
County. This grant funding is restricted to not-for-profit health service agencies for “one- 
time” capital purchases related to emergency preparation or one-time services. 

 
D. Client Eligibility for Services 

 
Providers must maintain documentation of Client eligibility for services in the Client file. Household 
income must not exceed Federal Poverty Level of 400%, unless there are extenuating   
circumstances.   Information   regarding   the   Poverty Guidelines may be found at the Health 
and Human Services (HHS) Poverty Guidelines website. 

 
E. Cultural Competence 
 

The National CLAS (Culturally and Linguistically Appropriate Services) Standards are intended 
to advance health equity, improve quality, and help eliminate health care disparities by 
establishing universal standards for individuals as well as health and health care organizations 
to implement culturally and linguistically appropriate services. Funded Health Care Services 
Providers will embrace the National Standards for Culturally and Linguistically Appropriate 
Services in Health Care which outlines the core principles to best serve diverse communities. 
The adoption of these values will be demonstrated through policy and practices utilized by each 
Provider. Teaching tools and other information for compliance with CLAS can be found at: 
National CLAS. 
 

  

http://aspe.hhs.gov/poverty/index.cfm
http://aspe.hhs.gov/poverty/index.cfm
https://minorityhealth.hhs.gov/omh/browse.aspx?lvl=2&lvlid=53
https://minorityhealth.hhs.gov/omh/browse.aspx?lvl=2&lvlid=53
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Services related to Domestic Violence- Mental House Counseling must be implemented utilizing 
either an Evidence-Based Practice (EBP), Evidence Informed or Promising Practice Model. 
Multiple intervention models are highly effective in working with adults with primary and 
behavioral health treatment needs. Providers have flexibility to choose an appropriate 
intervention model in their program design. A description of the model for Domestic Violence 
Counseling Services including the origin of the model, the model’s Scientific Rating Scale by 
California Evidence-Based Clearinghouse for Child Welfare (CEBC), and area of use must be 
included in the Scope of Services Section of the Agreement. To assist with meeting community 
and population needs, the model chosen may be modified to respond to the unique 
characteristics of the target population, counseling setting or other relevant factors for Domestic 
Violence- Mental Health Counseling. Additional information regarding Adult EBPs may be found 
at the National Registry of Evidence-Based Programs and Practices at the Substance Abuse and 
Medical Health Services Administration (SAMHSA).    

 
F. Definitions 
 

Refer to HCS Definitions in Appendix A. 
 
G. Billing/Invoicing/Match Requirement/Co-Pay 
 

1. Providers will determine eligibility for services in compliance with requirements established 
by Broward County and maintain supporting documentation of such eligibility in the Client file, 
including household income. Household income for determining financial eligibility for services 
will be defined as the total income from all sources for all persons living in the home, relative 
and non-relative, and will also include child support payments from non-custodial parents. 
Providers are required to assess household income in accordance with eligibility relative to 
the Federal Poverty Level (FPL). 

2. Acceptable documentation of income may include free/reduced lunch eligibility from Broward 
County Schools, w-2 forms, two most recent pay stubs, prior year's income tax return, or proof 
of public assistance, disability benefits or other income. Copies of said documentation must 
be maintained in the Client file. 

3. Client eligibility for services must be re-certified at least once during each agreement year 
that the Client receives services or as Clients’ needs change due to changes in income or 
financial circumstances. 

4. The current Income Eligibility is included in the General Information Section E. Changes to this 
schedule must be published as updates to the Handbook. Additional information regarding the 
Poverty Guidelines may be found at the Health and Human Services (HHS) Poverty 
Guidelines website. 

H. Reports 
 

The Outcome Reports for the County’s two (2) Tax-assisted Hospital Districts will be due on the 
following dates:  February 15th, May 15th, August 15th, and November 15th. For additional reports 
refer to Chapter I, General Information Section M and Forms Section Appendix I. 

http://www.cebc4cw.org/ratings/
http://www.cebc4cw.org/ratings/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)
http://aspe.hhs.gov/poverty/index.cfm
http://aspe.hhs.gov/poverty/index.cfm
http://aspe.hhs.gov/poverty/index.cfm
http://aspe.hhs.gov/poverty/index.cfm
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I. Forms 
 

Refer to Forms Section Appendix I. 
 
J. Other 

Refer to Chapter I, General Information Section P. 

1. Flex Funds: Flex funds are allowable as part of intervention services. Flex funds are defined 
as resources that are critically needed to address the Client’s needs and is essential in 
supporting the Clients Individualized Service Plans goals, that are not available in the time 
frame from any other source. Efforts to identify and access other sources for the goods or 
services must be documented to support the use of flex funds. Instances when services or 
goods needed by the Client are inaccessible due to funding eligibility criteria or the Client’s 
lack of resources are considered examples to justify flex fund use. The goods or services 
must be directly linked to goals in the Client’s Service Plan. The Service Plan must include a 
specific rationale of how the services or goods will help the Client meet the goal(s). 

Flex funds may address emergency or non-emergency needs. When used for emergency 
needs, flex funds may be used to help with the immediate circumstances but may not be used 
on an ongoing basis. There must be a documented plan to address the ongoing issue and/or 
circumstances on a longer-term basis. For all flex funds (emergency and non- emergency), 
the Provider should work with the Client to develop a budget that identifies flex fund use. 

The County will provide flex funds on a reimbursement basis. All flex fund reimbursement 
requests must be submitted with the monthly invoice and include receipts. Use of flex funds 
must comply with Broward County Health Care Services Section’s criteria for flex funds and 
any subsequent communication from the County. The County must approve a written flex 
fund policy and procedure that specifies the appropriate purpose and uses of flex funds and 
include their current or proposed Flex Fund policy. The policy must include an approval 
process for authorization of flex funds. The process must also include a uniform process for 
submission, review, and approval by appropriate levels of staff; a system for dispensing and 
tracking the funds; and a system for collecting and maintaining records of requests, checks, 
receipts and other supporting documentation. Flex funds must not be distributed via checks 
or cash directly payable to the Client and this must be documented in the policy and 
procedure. Checks must be payable to the specific vendor that will provide the service or 
goods. If gift cards are used, the flex fund policy and procedure must specifically address how 
the cards will be secured and ensure cards are disbursed and used for purposes aligned with 
the Client Service Plans. Tracking (including details on who has issued the gift card, date, 
amount, purpose, and signature by the Client to confirm receipts) of gift cards is required. 
Applicants may include flex funds in the Proposal and project budget for a maximum of $350 
per Client per year. 
 

[The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank.]
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CHAPTER IV:  RYAN WHITE PART A 
 
A. Ryan White Part A Program 
 

The Ryan White HIV/AIDS Treatment Extension Act of 2009 (Ryan White Act) is administered by 
the United States Department of Health and Human Services, Health Resources and Services 
Administration (HRSA), HIV/AIDS Bureau (HAB). The purpose of the Ryan White Act is to provide a 
comprehensive system of HIV primary medical care, support services, and medications for low-
income people living with HIV (PLWH) who are uninsured and underserved. Although the Ryan 
White Act has currently expired, the US Congress annually appropriates funding for the program. 
 
Broward County receives Ryan White Part A Program funding under Title XXVI of the Public Health 
Service (PHS) Act as amended by the Ryan White Act. Broward County’s Human Services 
Department (BCHSD) Health Care Services Section has been delegated as the administrative entity 
(Recipient) responsible for fiscal and programmatic oversight of the Part A Program. Each year 
Broward County is awarded funding through three primary funding sources comprising of Formula, 
Supplement, and Minority AIDS Initiative (MAI): 

 
• Formula Grants are based on reported living HIV/AIDS cases as of December 31 in the most 

recent calendar year for which data is available. 
• Supplemental Grants are awarded competitively based on demonstrated need and other 

performance criteria. 
• MAI funding is intended to reduce disparities and improve HIV care and health outcomes for 

disproportionately affected minority populations. 

B. General Philosophy of Service  
 

The National HIV/AIDS Strategy (NHAS) is a five-year plan that outlines principles, priorities, and 
actions to guide the national response to the HIV epidemic. The philosophy of the County’s Ryan 
White Part A program is built on the Strategy through 1) Reducing the number of new HIV 
diagnoses, 2) Increasing access to care and optimizing health outcomes for PLWH, 3) Reducing 
HIV-related health disparities and health inequities, and 4) Achieving a more coordinated response 
to the HIV epidemic. 
 
Providers are required to commit to a coordinated continuum of care by promoting high standards 
of care and service delivery, staff training, and the development of service linkages and referral 
mechanisms. Providers must maintain an overall philosophy that HIV is a chronic illness. With 
proper management, individuals are more likely to maintain an improved quality of life over an 
extended period. 
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C. Continuum of Care (Continuum) 
 

PLWHA enter the HIV care continuum through the HRSA-defined points of entry. Part A-funded 
Providers are required to formally coordinate with agencies providing HIV counseling and testing 
services, early intervention services (EIS), and other HRSA-recognized points of entry into HIV care. 
Embedded within the points of entry is the County’s Centralized Intake and Eligibility Determination 
program (CIED). CIED is the standalone intake service responsible for eligibility determination in 
the Ryan White Part A program. This service is provided at several out-posted locations throughout 
the County for convenient entry into the Ryan White Part A program. 

 
D. Quality Management 
 

The County’s Ryan White Part A Program established the Clinical Quality Management (CQM) 
Program in accordance with Title XXVI of the PHS Act to systematically monitor, evaluate, and 
continuously improve the quality and appropriateness of HIV services in Broward County. The CQM 
Program is committed to improving the quality of HIV services by ensuring that an action oriented 
CQM infrastructure is carefully aligned with HRSA HAB expectations and CQM Program goals. 
 
The CQM Program requires Providers to participate in system-wide quality management initiatives 
through the Service Category and Quality Networks. The Service Category Networks are comprised 
of subrecipients representing funded Ryan White Part A service categories and serve as a forum to 
discuss and address matters within each service category. The Quality Network is comprised of 
Quality Managers from each agency funded to provide Ryan White Part A services. The Networks 
meet routinely to discuss service delivery barriers and challenges and develop the means to resolve 
them through coordinated system-wide activities and QI Projects. 

 
E. Ryan White Part A Services 
 

1. Integrated Primary Care and Behavioral Health and Outpatient Ambulatory Health 
Services (MAI): Integrated Primary Care and Behavioral Health (IPCBH) Services and 
Outpatient Ambulatory Health Services have been identified as a critical component in the 
maintenance and management of HIV. Primary medical care settings have become a pathway 
to the behavioral health system. Through the provision of IPCBH Services, quality of life can be 
enhanced and maintained over an extended period with the support of integrated services. 
These services operate under the principles of IPCBH and involve organizing Client care 
activities and sharing information among all the providers involved with a Client’s treatment. All 
activities and services delivered must be performed in accordance with the PHS guidelines. Care 
must include access to antiretroviral and other drug therapies, including prophylaxis, treatment 
of opportunistic infections, and combination antiretroviral therapies. Detailed information and 
requirements can be found in the Ryan White Integrated Primary Care and Behavioral Health 
SDM.  

http://www.aidsinfo.nih.gov/contentfiles/lvguidelines/adultandadolescentgl.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDMIntegratedPrimaryCareBehavioralHealthServices2018.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDMIntegratedPrimaryCareBehavioralHealthServices2018.pdf
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2. Pharmacy (AIDS Pharmaceutical Assistance [Local] and Emergency Financial 
Assistance): The pharmacy assistance program provides prescribed medications and related 
supplies to prolong life, improve health, or prevent deterioration of health for PLWH who are 
ineligible for other public sector funding or private insurance with limited or no prescription drug 
coverage.  

Emergency Financial Assistance is provided as a supplemental means of providing short-term 
medication assistance to assists individuals with an emergency need. Pharmaceuticals and food 
supplements must be on the Pharmacy Formulary Listing. Medical supplies and/or devices 
needed to administer drugs must be prescribed. Detailed information and requirements can be 
found in the Ryan White AIDS Pharmaceutical Assistance (Local) SDM and the Emergency 
Financial Assistance SDM. 
 

3. Oral Health Care: Oral Health Care Services assist with the maintenance of oral health and 
reduces the risk of serious infections. This service includes diagnostic, preventive, and 
therapeutic services provided by a licensed dental health care professional. Detailed information 
and requirements can be found in the Ryan White Oral Health Care SDM. For billing purposes, 
refer to the approved Dental Procedure Codes Fee Schedule below: 
• Dental Procedure Codes Fee Schedule (Approved University Based) 
• Dental Procedure Codes Fee Schedule (Approved Non-University Based) 
• Dental Procedure Codes Fee Schedule (Approved Specialty Rates) 

4. Trauma-Informed Mental Health (Part A and MAI): Prevention, intervention, or treatment 
services are available that address traumatic stress and well as any co-occurring disorders 
(including substance use and mental disorders) developed during or after trauma. The focus is 
on prevention strategies to avoid re-traumatization and to promote resilience. Trauma-Informed 
Mental Health service delivery is grounded in an understanding of and responsiveness to the 
impact of trauma; emphasizes physical, psychological, and emotional safety for both providers 
and survivors; and creates opportunities for individuals to rebuild a sense of control and 
empowerment. Services and related documentation must be consistent with coverage and 
limitations of the Florida Medicaid Community Behavioral Health Services Coverage and 
Limitations Handbook. Detailed information and requirements can be found in the Ryan White 
Trauma-Informed Mental Health Services SDM. 

5. Substance Abuse – Outpatient (Part A and MAI): General and intensive substance abuse 
therapy and counseling are available in an individual and/or group setting in a state-licensed 
outpatient setting. Services and related documentation must be consistent with coverage and 
limitations of the Florida Medicaid Community Behavioral Health Services Coverage and 
Limitations Handbook. Detailed information and requirements can be found in the Ryan White 
Substance Abuse Services, Outpatient SDM. 

6. Health Insurance Continuation Program (HICP): HICP Services provide financial assistance 
to a selection of Affordable Care Act Marketplace plans identified by the Ryan White Program. 
Financial assistance for the HICP is limited to insurance premiums payments, copays and 
deductibles to maintain health insurance coverage. HICP Services are required to make direct 
payments (up to $6,500/year per Client) to the Client’s insurance company to ensure continuity 
of medical benefits coverage. The goal is to ensure that the Client’s premium for a 12-month 
enrollment period is allocated prior to funding deductibles and copays. Detailed information and 
requirements can be found in the Ryan White Health Insurance Continuation Program SDM. 

https://browardauthor/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/RWPA%20Formulary%20Combined%20with%20Cover%20v2.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/AIDSPharmaceuticalLocalSDM.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/EFA%20SDM-Approved%2008.22.19.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/EFA%20SDM-Approved%2008.22.19.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/OralHealthCareSDM.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/Oral%20Health%20University%20Rates.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/Oral%20Health%20Non-Univeristy%20Rates.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/Oral%20Health%20Specialty%20Rates.pdf
https://www.flrules.org/gateway/readRefFile.asp?refId=3749&filename=Community%20Behavioral%20Health%20Services%20Coverage%20and%20Limitations%20Handbook_Adoption.pdf
https://www.flrules.org/gateway/readRefFile.asp?refId=3749&filename=Community%20Behavioral%20Health%20Services%20Coverage%20and%20Limitations%20Handbook_Adoption.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDMTraumaInformedMentalHealthServices2018.pdf
https://www.flrules.org/gateway/readRefFile.asp?refId=3749&filename=Community%20Behavioral%20Health%20Services%20Coverage%20and%20Limitations%20Handbook_Adoption.pdf
https://www.flrules.org/gateway/readRefFile.asp?refId=3749&filename=Community%20Behavioral%20Health%20Services%20Coverage%20and%20Limitations%20Handbook_Adoption.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDMSubstanceAbusePartAMAI2018.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDMHealthInsuranceContinuationProgramHICP2018.pdf
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7. Disease Case Management (Medical Case Management): Disease Case Management refers 
to a system of coordinated health care interventions to help individuals self-manage their HIV 
and prevent complications from other chronic health conditions through health coaching and 
disease-specific educational materials and care coordination. Disease Case Management 
services coordinate the delivery of care, identify and document progress toward desired health 
outcomes, review individualized care plans, and interacts with the care team to ensure the 
scheduling and completion of tests, procedures, and other needed services. Detailed information 
and requirements can be found in the Ryan White Disease Case Management (Medical Case 
Management) SDM.  

8. Centralized Intake and Eligibility Determination (Part A and MAI): Centralized Intake and 
Eligibility Determination (CIED) Services determine eligibility for benefits and provides 
information and initial referrals for individuals to access services and/or other benefits through 
Ryan White and other third-party payers. CIED must screen and certify eligibility initially and 
every six months. Refer to Client Eligibility Chart for Client eligibility parameters. Detailed 
information and requirements can be found in the Ryan White CIED SDM. 

9. Case Management (Medical Case Management) (Part A and MAI): Case Management 
facilitates the health and social service needs of PLWH through a collaborative process of 
assessment, planning, facilitation, care coordination, evaluation, and advocacy for service 
options addressing an individual’s comprehensive health needs. Case Management services 
are person-centered activities through which care is coordinated through interdisciplinary team 
planning. Case Managers evaluate the individual’s background, education, and training, to help 
develop realistic vocational goals and/or refer the individual to community services that will assist 
with job placement competencies, such as interviewing, organizational and time management 
skills, and networking. Case Managers develop a formalized social service plan that is 
coordinated with the individual and other service providers. The goals of this intervention are 
optimal retention in care, compliance with medical and service specifications, and risk behavior 
reduction.  

Peer Counseling Services are a component of Case Management Services. Peer Counseling 
Services are provided by peers to assist with service orientation, meeting care plan goals and 
objectives, and the identification and removal of barriers to adherence and retention into care. 
Peer Counselors offer support and encouragement with the goal of promoting self-advocacy. 

Detailed Case Management information and requirements can be found in the Ryan White Case 
Management (Non-Medical Case Management) SDM. 

10. Food Services: Food and proper nutrition are essential to a healthy immune system. The 
provision of Food Services must be provided in consultation with a nutritionist or other health 
professional. Nutritional strategies, including food choices appropriate for the individual 
medication schedules, can improve adherence and enhance the effectiveness of drug therapies. 
Individuals in this program must receive a nutritional screening and workshops to assist with 
management of food purchases. Individuals can receive groceries or related store certificate/gift 
cards; however, Providers must ensure that service recipients are enrolled in community food and 
nutrition programs such as food stamps and WIC to maximize program resources. Detailed 
information and requirements can be found in the Ryan White Food Services SDM. 

  

http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDMDiseaseCaseManagementMedicalCaseManagement.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDMDiseaseCaseManagementMedicalCaseManagement.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/ClientEligibilityChart2017.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/CentralIntakeandEligibilityDeterminationCIEDSDM.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDMCaseManagementPartAMAI2018.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDMCaseManagementPartAMAI2018.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/ServiceCategoryFeesandLimitations.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDMFoodServices.pdf
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11. Legal Services: Legal Services include powers of attorney, do-not-resuscitate orders, and 
interventions necessary to ensure access to eligible benefits, including discrimination or breach 
of confidentiality litigation as it relates to services eligible for funding under the Ryan White 
Program, especially but not limited to assistance with access to benefits and health care-related 
services. Legal services also include income tax preparation services to assist individuals in 
filing Federal tax returns that are required by the Affordable Care Act for all individuals receiving 
premium tax credits. Detailed information and requirements can be found in the Ryan White 
Legal SDM. Refer to the Service Category Fees and Limitations chart for a description of 
allowable services, limitations, and unit costs. 

F. Ryan White Program Support Services 
Program Support Services are funded from the Recipient’s administrative budget to assist the 
program and the local planning bodies in meeting its legislative requirements. The Recipient is 
Broward County as the entity that received the Part A funding from HRSA. Details of these services 
are provided in pertinent Provider contracts. The line item is under the direct responsibility and 
oversight of the Recipient (budget allocations) in its efforts to comply with the legislative 
requirements of Ryan White Act and HRSA HAB program requirements. 

1. Clinical Quality Management Support (CQM): CQM Support Services are designed to assist 
the Ryan White Part A CQM Program to manage and monitor the quality of core and support 
services by developing strategies for ensuring that such services are consistent with the 
guidelines for improvement in the access, retention and adherence to quality HIV services. 

2. Broward County HIV Health Planning Council Support Services (HIVPC): these Support 
Services assist the Broward County HIVPC and its committees to complete federally mandated 
responsibilities in the Ryan White Act. 

3. Broward County Integrated HIV Prevention and Care Plan Support: Integrated Plan Support 
Services include the development, implementation, and evaluation of the Integrated Plan and 
the planning and facilitation of meetings for the Integrated Plan Committee and Goal Groups. 
The Integrated Plan is a five-year road map of activities that support maintenance and 
improvement of the Broward County system of care. The Plan provides an opportunity for 
developing and improving a comprehensive and responsive system of care over time and is 
developed from needs assessments, evaluation findings, changing service needs and emerging 
issues. The Plan is fluid and dynamic in responding to a rapidly changing epidemic that includes 
strategies. 

4. HIV/AIDS Evaluation and Assessment Activities: Evaluation and Assessment activities 
annually assess disparities to identify subpopulations disproportionately affected by HIV. This is 
done by measuring the effectiveness of Ryan White Part A funded services. The funded services 
are assessed for Client health outcomes, cost effectiveness, and benchmarking performances 
and best practices of other EMA’s. The results of the assessment are utilized in the Needs 
Assessment, the Priority Setting and Resource Allocation process, and the Integrated Plan. 

  

http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/LegalServicesSDM.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/ServiceCategoriesFeesLimitations082616.pdf
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5. HIV/AIDS Needs Assessment: Needs Assessment services are annual activities utilized by the 
HIVPC to collect information about the needs of PLWH who are in and out of care and to 
determine the scope, size and characteristics of the HIV epidemic in their respective 
communities within Broward County. The activities will also collect data on new High Impact 
Strategies and inform the Broward County Local Prevention efforts and HIVPC on the 
effectiveness of rapidly linking new positives into the HIV continuum of  care.  The Needs 
Assessment is the foundation of the Ryan White Act planning process. It is an essential 
component of the HIVPC process of determining service priorities and funding allocations on an 
annual basis. In conducting the Needs Assessment, several key elements are included such as 
epidemiology profile, identification of special populations, unmet needs, resource inventory, 
identification of PLWH not in care, needs and barriers to care of PLWH in and out care, and 
identifying and analyzing service gaps. 

6. Peer Counselor Training and Certification Program: The Peer Counselor Training and 
Certification Program provides skills and employment opportunities that will lead to economic 
independence for PLWH. This Program also provides a trained workforce and improves the 
quality of service in the Ryan White Part A system. 

G. Client Eligibility for Services 
 

For eligibility parameters see the Client Eligibility Chart. 
 

H. Cultural Competence 
 

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Minority Health National Culturally 
and Linguistically Appropriate Services (CLAS) Standards are intended to advance health equity, 
improve quality and help eliminate health care disparities by establishing universal standards for 
individuals as well as health and health care organizations to implement culturally and linguistically 
appropriate services. Providers must develop and implement policies to ensure adherence to the 
CLAS Standards. 

 

I. Definitions 

Refer to Ryan White Definitions in the Appendix A. 
 

J. Billing/Invoicing/Match Requirement/Co-Pay 
 

Reimbursement requests will only be processed and approved once required data has been entered 
in the Provide Enterprise Software System (PE). Refer to the Invoicing Section (Chapter 14) of the  
PE User Guide  for instructions regarding invoicing. 

 

K. Additional Ryan White Program Requirements 
 

Providers are required to comply with the following additional requirements: Compliance to the Ryan 
White HIV/AIDS Program Part A National Monitoring Standards.  

 
  

http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/ClientEligibilityChart2016.pdf
https://minorityhealth.hhs.gov/omh/browse.aspx?lvl=2&lvlid=53
https://minorityhealth.hhs.gov/omh/browse.aspx?lvl=2&lvlid=53
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/ProviderEnterprise(PE)UserGuide.pdf
https://hab.hrsa.gov/program-grants-management/ryan-white-hivaids-program-recipient-resourceshttps:/hab.hrsa.gov/program-grants-management/ryan-white-hivaids-program-recipient-resources
https://hab.hrsa.gov/program-grants-management/ryan-white-hivaids-program-recipient-resourceshttps:/hab.hrsa.gov/program-grants-management/ryan-white-hivaids-program-recipient-resources
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L. Memorandums of Understanding (MOU) 
 

Providers must have MOUs defining referral and follow-up roles to ensure Clients easy access to 
needed services. MOUs must include a description of service coordination and/or integration, types 
and frequency of data sharing, shared program outcomes, defined communication channels for 
sharing treatment plans, and case staffing recommendations among treatment teams and assigned 
service providers involved in the individual’s care. MOUs must clearly define referral and follow-up 
roles, with language requiring documented referrals and response time. HAB’s Division of 
Metropolitan HIV/AIDS Programs expects Ryan White Part A programs and funded Providers to 
establish and maintain formal, written relationships with “key points of entry into care” (i.e. places 
where PLWHA not in care are likely to be found). Providers must use Business Associate 
Agreements when indicated. 

 
M. Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) 
 

Providers must ensure that individuals are educated about third-party insurance so the individuals 
can benefit from health care coverage. Under the ACA, individuals with incomes between 100 to 400 
percent of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) may be eligible to receive advance payments of premium 
tax credits and/or cost-sharing reductions to help pay for the cost of enrolling in qualified health 
insurance plans and for coverage of essential health benefits. Additional information can be found 
at: Ryan White HIV/AIDS Program Services: Eligible Individuals and Allowable Uses of Funds 

 
N. Early Identification of Individuals with HIV/AIDS (EIIHA) 
 

The 2006 legislation addressed the implementation of a strategy for EIIHA that required a new focus 
on reducing unmet need by finding individuals who are aware of their HIV status and helping them 
enter and remain in HIV medical care. To support this effort, all Providers must demonstrate how 
EIIHA components are integrated into their Part A service delivery including the identification of 
individuals unaware of their HIV status, informing individuals of their HIV status, referrals to 
care/services, and linkage to care.  
 
To further understand EIIHA, a list of related definitions has been included: 
 
1. EIIHA: refers to the process of identifying, counseling, testing, informing, and referring diagnosed 

and undiagnosed individuals to appropriate services, as well as linking newly diagnosed HIV 
positive individuals to care. 

2. Unaware of HIV Status: any individual who has NOT been tested for HIV in the past 12-
months, any individual who has NOT been informed of their HIV result (HIV positive or HIV 
negative), and any HIV positive individual who has NOT been informed of their confirmatory HIV 
result. 

3. Identification of Individuals Unaware of Their HIV Status: the categorical breakdown of the 
overall unaware population into subgroups, which allow for the overall EIIHA strategy to be 
customized based on the needs of each subgroup, for the purposes of identifying, counseling, 
testing, informing, referring, and linking these individuals into care. 

 

https://hab.hrsa.gov/sites/default/files/hab/program-grants-management/ServiceCategoryPCN_16-02Final.pdf
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4. Informing individuals of their HIV status: informing an HIV negative individual, post- test, of 
their appropriate HIV screening result. Informing an HIV positive individual, post-test, of their 
confirmatory HIV result. 

5. Referral to care/services: the provision of timely, appropriate, and pre-established guidance to 
an individual that is designed to refer him/her to a specific care/service provider for the purpose 
of accessing care/services after the individual has been informed of their HIV status. 

6. Linkage to care: the post-referral verification that care/services were accessed by an HIV 
positive individual being referred into care (i.e., confirmation that the first scheduled care 
appointment occurred). 

O. Required Reports 
 

1. Ryan White Services Report (RSR): The RSR is an annual requirement by HRSA and all the 
Ryan White HIV/AIDS Programs have responsibilities in the administration and allocation of 
grant funds, evaluation of programs for the population served, and improvement in quality of 
care. Accurate records of Providers receiving HRSA funding, services provided, and Clients 
served continue to be critical to the implementation of the legislation and thus contracted 
Providers must fulfill this requirement. This report (for applicable service categories) also 
requires Client-level data reporting on the characteristics of the funded grant recipients and 
Clients served. Once notification from HRSA with the annual RSR report due dates is received, 
CPD will send a letter to Providers with the applicable resource materials and due dates. 
 

2. Office of Pharmacy Affairs (OPA) Report: Ryan White AIDS Pharmaceutical Assistance funded 
Providers are required to enroll, and report annually discounted drugs purchased through the 
HRSA’s 340B Drug Pricing Program. Providers include Federally Qualified Health Centers, Ryan 
White HIV/AIDS Program recipients, and certain types of hospitals and specialized clinics. 
Providers must certify in writing with each monthly invoice that medications distributed through 
their Agreement were purchased and invoiced to Broward County at the Florida Medicaid rate, 
340B Pricing (Public Health Service Pricing), or lower drug pricing. Providers are also required 
to complete an annual certification upon notification of the due date from OPA by CPD. The 
agency on file will receive notification of the annual report due date to OPA. This report is not 
applicable for other Ryan White Part A funded services. 

 
3. Quarterly Outcome Report: Requirements are referenced in the general section of this 

handbook. The due dates for this program are on or before June 30, September 30, December 
30 and March 30. Generation and submission must be through the PE. 
 

4. Quarterly Narrative Report: The reports must be completed for each service category; it 
contributes to comprehensive assessment of the Continuum and provides information needed 
by CPD for other reports. Refer to the Quarterly Narrative Report Instructions for guidelines. 

 

P. Forms 
 

Refer to Forms in the Appendix I. 
  

http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/QuarterlyNarrativeReportInstructions.pdf
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Q. Other 

1. National Monitoring Standards; The National Monitoring Standards were designed by HRSA 
to assist Ryan White recipients and Providers to meet federal requirements for program and 
fiscal management, monitoring and reporting to improve program efficiency and responsiveness 
based on federal law, regulations, policies and guidance documents. The National Monitoring 
standards consist of the following documents: 

• Universal Monitoring Standards 
• Programs Monitoring Standards 
• Fiscal Monitoring Standards 

 
2. Highlights of key fiscal areas in the National Monitoring Standards are summarized below: 

a. Provider Budgets and Budget Narratives: A Line Item Budget and detailed Budget Narrative 
are required for each Ryan White Part A funded service category that is compliant with the 
applicable Office of Management and Budget Circular  (refer to Fiscal Monitoring Standards 
link, Section A-5, page 4). 

b. Expenditure Reporting: A Quarterly Expense Report is required for each Ryan White Part A 
funded service category at the end of quarter (refer to Fiscal Monitoring Standards link, 
Section A-5, page 4). 

c. Sliding fee scale: All individuals receiving services are subject to charges using a sliding fee 
scale. The sliding fee scale will be based on the most current FPL Guidelines and must be 
made available to the public (refer to Fiscal Monitoring Standards link, Section D-1, page 15). 

d. Caps on Client Service Charges: Client charges for services will be capped based on the 
annual aggregate medical charges and gross income of the Client. Imposition of charges 
must conform to the following: 

 
Individual/ Family Annual Gross Income Total Allowable Annual Charges 
Equal to or Below Official Poverty Line No Charges Permitted 
101% to 200% of the Official Poverty Line 5% or Less of Gross Income Level 
201% to 300% of the Official Poverty Line 7% or Less of Gross Income Level 
301% or greater of the Official Poverty Line 10% or Less of Gross Income Level 

 
The term “aggregate charges” refers to the annual charges imposed for all such services 
without regard to whether they are characterized as enrollment fees, premiums, deductibles, 
cost sharing, co-payments, co-insurance, or other charges for services (refer to Fiscal 
Monitoring Standards link, Section D-3, page 16). 
 

e. Program Income: Ryan White Part A Program legislation requires Providers to collect and 
report program income. Program income is derived from an activity or service funded by the 
Ryan White Part A HIV/AIDS Program, such as sliding scale fees or other Client cost- 
sharing payments including direct payment, or reimbursements received from Medicaid, 
Medicare and third-party insurance (refer to Fiscal Monitoring Standards, link Section C-5, 
page 14). 

http://hab.hrsa.gov/manageyourgrant/files/universalmonitoringpartab.pdf
http://hab.hrsa.gov/manageyourgrant/files/universalmonitoringpartab.pdf
https://hab.hrsa.gov/sites/default/files/hab/Global/programmonitoringpartb.pdf
https://hab.hrsa.gov/sites/default/files/hab/Global/programmonitoringpartb.pdf
http://hab.hrsa.gov/manageyourgrant/files/fiscalmonitoringparta.pdf
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/omb/circulars_a087_2004/
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f. Time and Effort: Federal regulation requires that all employees charged to a Federal grant 
must maintain time and effort reporting. Time and effort reporting procedures must clearly 
identify the percentage of time each staff member devotes to a service category in 
accordance with the approved budget. 100% of an employee’s time must be accounted, 
tracked and documented (refer to Office of Management and Budget Circular Uniform 
Guidance). 

g. Provide Enterprise Software System (PE): PE is the designated HSSS for the Ryan White 
Program that must be utilized to document and enter all services and required data 
elements. This system utilizes a web-based integrated data system designed to be inclusive 
of the following data elements: the RSR, clinical outcomes, demographics, epidemiologic 
characteristics, eligibility, detailed procedure-level service units, and invoices. Instructions 
for use of this system can be found in the Provide Enterprise (PE) User Guide. Registered 
users, employees, agents, or volunteers are subject to terms and conditions specified in the 
user agreement in the online registration for PE and the HSD Information Systems Security 
Policies. 

h. Client Grievance Process: Provider will establish and maintain an Internal Client Grievance 
Process. At a minimum, the process must include: 

o A detailed description of the Agency Internal Client Grievance procedure including, 
Client’s right to file a grievance regarding the quality and manner which services were 
provided. The procedure must include a complete description of the timeline of the 
grievance process, a description of actions to be taken to render a decision regarding the 
complaint, the process for the Client to file an appeal and specific grievance forms. 

o Identification of the Ryan White Part A Program Office as the final recourse should efforts 
to resolve the grievance not be successful. This must include the telephone number for 
the Ryan White Part A Program as (954) 357-5390. 

 
o Grievance procedures as well as a Statement of Clients Rights and Responsibilities will 

be made available to Clients in English, Spanish, and Creole languages. Provider must 
post a notice of the organization’s Internal Grievance Policy. The posting of the procedure 
must include treatment and other general service areas, waiting rooms, patient 
information Boards, near elevators, or exits. 
 

[The remainder of this page is intentionally blank.]

https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/omb/circulars_a087_2004/
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/ProviderEnterprise(PE)UserGuide.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/ProviderEnterprise(PE)UserGuide.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/Administration/Documents/HSInfoSystemsSecurityPolicies.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/Administration/Documents/HSInfoSystemsSecurityPolicies.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/Administration/Documents/HSInfoSystemsSecurityPolicies.pdf
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CHAPTER V: HOMELESS INITIATIVE PARTNERSHIP SECTION 
 
A. Homeless Initiative Partnership Section 
 

The Broward County Homeless Initiative Partnership (HIP) coordinates an array of funding to 
implement innovative, effective, outcome-based approaches to alleviate homelessness and its 
causes in Broward County through the Homeless Continuum of Care Program and the Federal 
regulations as indicated in the Homeless Emergency Assistance and Rapid Transition to Housing 
(HEARTH) Act.  The overall goal of funded interventions is to end homelessness by maximizing 
attainable self-sufficiency for persons experiencing homelessness in Broward County who are: 
 

• in need of domestic violence crisis shelters; 
• released from hospitals but not able to enter shelter programs; 
• in need of legal assistance in securing public benefits; 
• in need of permanent housing; 
• in need of other supportive services; and 
• in need of shelter services. 

 
1. Homeless Continuum of Care (CoC) 

The CoC is comprised of representatives from organizations that serve individuals and families 
experiencing homelessness including veterans experiencing homelessness. These 
organizations include non-profit providers serving  people experiencing homelessness, victim 
services providers, faith-based organizations, governments, businesses, advocates, public 
housing agencies, school districts, social service providers, mental health agencies, hospitals, 
universities, affordable housing developers, and law enforcement. 

The three (3) major duties of the Broward County CoC are to: 

• operate the CoC; 
• designate and operate a Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) for the CoC; 

and 
• coordinate and Plan for the CoC. 

 
2. Federal Legislative Authority 

On May 20, 2009, President Obama signed the Homeless Emergency and Rapid Transition to 
Housing (HEARTH) Act of 2009. The HEARTH Act amends and reauthorizes the McKinney-
Vento Homeless Assistance Act with substantial changes. Currently, all HUD funded CoC 
programs operate under the HEARTH Act Interim Final Rule.  

a. The substantial changes prompted by the HEARTH ACT include, but are not limited to: 

o a consolidation of HUD’s competitive grant programs; 
o the creation of a Rural Housing Stability Program; 
o a change in HUD’s definition of homelessness and chronic homelessness; 
o a simplified match requirement; 
o an increase in prevention resources; and 
o an increase in the emphasis on performance. 

https://www.hudexchange.info/homelessness-assistance/hearth-act/
https://www.hudexchange.info/homelessness-assistance/hearth-act/
http://www.hudhre.info/documents/S896_HEARTHAct.pdf
https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/HAAA_HEARTH.PDF
https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/HAAA_HEARTH.PDF
https://files.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/CoCProgramInterimRule_FormattedVersion.pdf
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b. HEARTH ACT Goals and Objectives have an emphasis on the following: 

o reducing the amount of time people spend homeless (average of 30 days); 
o reducing the episodes of homelessness for individuals and families; and 
o reducing the number of people who become homeless.  

c. The focus is on: 

o Permanent Housing 
o Homelessness Prevention 
o HMIS Data completeness and timeliness 
o System Performance Measures and Outcomes 
o Measurement and Data 

 
3. State Legislative Authority 

The State Office on Homelessness has designated the Broward Homeless CoC as the Local 
Coalition of Broward County pursuant to Florida Statutes §420.623 and its functions are defined in 
Florida Statutes §420.623 (2). 

All organizations providing homeless services through a contractual agreement with Broward 
County are required to be an active participant in the CoC and operate consistently with Housing 
and Urban Development (HUD), State Department of Children and Families, and County rules, 
regulations, ordinance(s), and requirements. Additionally, contracted homeless service Providers 
are required to engage in planning and coordination efforts with “A Way Home,” Broward County, 
Florida’s Annual Plan (Strategic Plan) to End Homelessness as adopted on December 6, 2005, 
revised on August 27, 2013 “A Way Home” and then revised again in December of 2018. Finally, 
contracted Providers are required to adhere to the Broward County Human Services Department 
Standards of Care adopted by the Broward County Board of County Commissioners.  

 
4. CoC Program Funded Interventions / Services 

a. Homeless Management Information System (HMIS): The designated Human Services 
Software System (HSSS) for all Providers serving Clients experiencing homelessness is 
Service Point (HMIS), Providers administering homeless legal rights and domestic violence 
projects are exempt from entering data entry into the County’s HMIS system; however, these 
Providers are required to provide aggregate data to the County on a quarterly basis.  
Providers must enter Client data within 3 calendar days accurately in all required fields as 
defined by the October 2017, HUD HMIS Data Standards, updated August 2018, HMIS 
Requirements Proposed Rule, and the 2017 HMIS Policy and Procedures Manual. Providers 
are required to adhere to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 
HMIS data standards for all projects that serve Clients experiencing homelessness regardless 
of whether the project is HUD funded or funded through the County’s General Fund to support 
data collection and reporting. Failure to enter required data in an accurate and timely manner 
may result in a delay or suspension of reimbursement payment. 

  

http://www.flsenate.gov/Laws/Statutes/2012/420.623
http://www.flsenate.gov/Laws/Statutes/2012/420.623
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/TenYrPlanEndHomeless.pdf
http://www.broward.org/Homeless/Pages/Standards%20of%20Care.aspx
http://www.broward.org/Homeless/Pages/Standards%20of%20Care.aspx
https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/hmis/hmis-guides/#hmis-data-and-technical-standardshttps://www.hudexchange.info/programs/hmis/hmis-guides/
https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/hmis/hmis-guides/#hmis-data-and-technical-standardshttps://www.hudexchange.info/programs/hmis/hmis-guides/
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/HMISPPManualV9BCCoC.pdf
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All organizations providing homeless services also required to adhere to the current Broward 
County Homeless Continuum of Care-FL-601 HMIS Policies and Procedure Manual adopted 
by the Broward CoC on September 17, 2019. In the event of a procedural conflict between 
the HUD HMIS data standards and the Broward County CoC HMIS Policies and Procedures, 
the HUD HMIS data standards supersede the Broward County CoC HMIS Policies and 
Procedures. Providers are to ensure all universal data elements per the HMIS Policy and 
Procedures are entered no later than 5 calendar days from the action or activity occurring.  

Currently, all HUD CoC programs operate under the HEARTH Act Final Rule or the HUD 
Emergency Solutions Grant 24 CFR Part 576. 

b. The fundamental components of a Continuum of Care system are: 

o Outreach and assessment to identify a homeless person’s needs; 
o Immediate (emergency) shelter as a safe, decent alternative to the streets; 
o Transitional Housing (TH) with appropriate supportive services to help people reach 

independent living; and 
o Permanent housing 
 Rapid Rehousing for individuals and families; 
 Permanent Supportive Housing (PSH) for homeless persons with HUD defined 

disabling conditions for HUD Projects and PSH for “difficult to serve for General Fund 
Projects. 

 
5. Homelessness/Housing Interventions 

• Screening, Information and Referral 
• Coordinated Assessment and Housing Placement 
• Street Outreach 
• Emergency Shelter (ES) 
• Safe Haven 
• Court Project 
• Supportive Service 
• Transitional Shelter 
• Rapid Re-housing (RRH) 
• Legal Services 
• Permanent Supportive Housing (PSH) 
• Note: See Appendix A for definitions 

 
B. System of Care 
 

The “A Way Home” Homeless CoC utilizes available federal, state, and local County funds to provide 
an array of housing and support services to meet the specific needs of  people who are homeless 
as they move to stable permanent housing and maximum self-sufficiency. It includes action steps 
to end homelessness and prevent a return to homelessness. 

http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/HMISPPManualV9BCCoC.pdf
https://www.onecpd.info/resource/2033/hearth-coc-program-interim-rule/
https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/esg/esg-law-regulations-and-notices/
https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/esg/esg-law-regulations-and-notices/
http://www.broward.org/Homeless/Pages/CoC.aspx
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C. Standards 

 
1. Providers must adhere to the CoC Written Standards. 

CoC funded interventions (Street Outreach, Emergency Shelters [ES], Safe Haven, Transitional 
Housing, Rapid Re-Housing [RRH], Shelter plus Care, Permanent Supportive Housing [PSH], 
and Legal Services) and Supportive Services must adhere to following standard: 

a. Housing First: The Housing First Model emphasizes a priority to house individuals and 
families experiencing homelessness and then offered voluntary supportive services. 
Providers must incorporate the Housing First practice into service delivery and document 
evidence of the approach in policies, procedures, and Client files. 

 
2. Providers must achieve the following goals: 

a. Rapid exit from homelessness: Providers must work to get individuals and families 
experiencing homelessness into permanent housing as quickly as possible. Emergency 
Shelter (ES) Providers must refer families and individuals to Rapid Re-Housing (RRH) or 
Permanent Supportive Housing (PSH) as quickly as possible. PSH Providers, must utilize a 
streamlined intake processes to ensure literally homeless individual and families (coming 
directly from the streets) are prioritized. Beginning October of 2019, HIP will be monitoring 
and measuring the processing of all housing referrals. The elements that will be monitored 
and measured include: the time of acceptance of referral from the County’s Zero 2016 HMIS 
referral portal, the time of acceptance to intake; the time of intake to housing search; and the 
time from housing search to “keys in hands”.  The goal is to begin to decrease the time from 
referral to keys in hand. This element is part of the NoFA scoring and ranking tool.  

b. Minimal barriers to program entry (i.e. adopt “Screen In” versus a “Screen Out" Philosophy): 
Providers must remove barriers to entry into the program to ensure access for those with the 
most severe needs and longest histories of homelessness. However, Providers that serve 
people experiencing homelessness are not required to serve/house persons who pose a 
danger to themselves, staff, or other residents while abiding by the Equal Access Rule. 

c. Voluntary Supportive Services: Unless otherwise required by HUD and/or federal/state 
regulations, all supportive services Providers must provide services to individuals and 
families on a voluntary basis. Providers will not terminate individuals or families from the 
program who refuse to participate in supportive services. Individuals diagnosed with 
substance use disorder or a disability may be required to participate in services. In the case 
of RRH, should an individual or family be unable to sustain during their first entry into RRH, 
they will be required to participate in supportive services to ensure sustainability in housing. 
 

d. Program Expectations: Providers will ensure the following elements are clearly outlined, 
demonstrated and documented regarding programs: 

http://www.broward.org/Homeless/Pages/Standards%20of%20Care.aspx
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• Housing Plans/Service Plans/Employment Plans: Housing Plans, Service and/or 
Employment plans must be detailed, individualized and comprehensive. Housing Plan 
and/or Service plans must be updated regularly depending upon the length of time Clients 
spend in the program. Once goals are met, it must be indicated on the plan and if 
necessary new goals need to be set. 

D. Coordinated Entry/Assessment 
 

All shelter and housing Providers must participate in the CoC Coordinated Entry and Assessment 
process. Coordinated entry for shelters are facilitated through the Street Outreach Provider. 
Coordinated entry for RRH, PSH and Transitional Housing is facilitated through the County’s HMIS 
Zero 2016 referral portal. 
 

E. Nondiscrimination Requirements 
 

Providers must comply with the nondiscrimination provisions of Federal civil right laws, including, 
but not limited to, the Fair Housing Act, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, Title VI of the Civil 
Rights Act, and Title II or III if the Americans with Disabilities Act, and the Equal Access Rule as 
applicable. 
 

F. Families Experiencing Homelessness 
 
1. Definition of Family. 

All contracts will utilize this definition of a family, unless otherwise dictated in the Contract. 
Regardless of marital status, actual or perceived sexual orientation, or gender identify, the 
definition of family includes, but is not limited to, the following: 

• A single person, who may be an elderly person, displaced person, disabled person, near 
elderly person, or any other single person; or, 
 

• A group of persons residing together, and such group includes, but is not limited to: 
  

o A family with or without children (a child who is temporarily away from the home 
because of placement in foster care is considered a member of the family); 

o An elderly family; 
o A near-elderly family; 
o A disabled family; 
o A displaced family; and, 
o The remaining member of a tenant family. 

Additionally, the Provider shall ensure the following items are incorporated into the provision of 
services to families: 

i. Keeping Families Intact: Providers are required to serve everyone in the family. 
Providers should not separate family members, (regardless of age, gender, or other 
factors) from other family members during their program stay. However, there are 
exceptions for families that consist of adults over 18. Providers may find additional 
information at HUD Exchange. 

 

https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/1991/equal-access-to-housing-final-rule/
https://www.hudexchange.info/
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ii. Serving Transgender Persons in Emergency Shelters and Other Sex-Segregated 
Facilities: Providers should review the HUD notice, Appropriate Placement for 
Transgender Persons in Single-Sex Emergency Shelters and Other Facilities, for 
information regarding protocols, policies, and procedures. 

Providers must make resources available to individuals and families without regard to 
actual or perceived sex, sexual orientation, or gender identity. ES Providers with shared 
sleeping areas or bathrooms may inquire about an individual’s gender identification for 
purposes of determining where the individual feels most conformable for room 
assignment. As a result, Providers may need to offer the individual with a private changing 
room, shower, and/or sleeping space, or stagger use of facilities. Providers should make 
decisions on a case-by-case basis, considering the individual’s preference while keeping 
everyone’s safety a priority. 

 
G. Prioritization 
 

Prioritization is the process of determining a household’s priority for housing and support services.  
Broward utilizes several need factors to prioritize individuals experiencing homelessness. These 
include but are not limited to; the VI-SPDAT, the Housing Barrier Assessment, length of time 
homeless, number of episodes of homelessness and severity of service needs. Severity of service 
needs may not necessarily be based on a specific diagnosis or disability type, but only on the 
severity of needs of the individual or family, considering  history of high utilization of crisis services 
e.g. emergency rooms, jails, and psychiatric facilities); significant health or behavioral health 
challenges, age and substance use disorder or functional impairment that require a significant level 
of support to maintain permanent housing.  These may also include the presence of a child under 
the age of two (2) or two or more children under the age of five (5) who are currently living in a place 
not met for human habitation, and/or the presence of a pregnant woman in the household.  
 
The housing eligibility assessment and referral process is built into the Broward CoC Homeless 
Management Information System (HMIS) to promote accuracy and transparency across service 
Providers. A Release of Information (ROI) is required from all service Providers to ensure all 
Providers have access to the individual’s information and can provide a consist level of care. The 
ROI enforces coordination of services and is required before inputting Client’s information into the 
HMIS. If the ROI is not completed within the first 24-hour day other Providers cannot see 
information on the Client. It is critical that this is done to avoid duplicate Client entries and ensure 
Clients receive the correct services. All assessments and VI-SPDAT are recorded in the HMIS within 
three business (3) days. 
 
Per Section 578,57 (a)(3) of the CoC Program Interim Rule, the primary purposes of using HMIS 
for CEA is to store Client data and enable case management direct service personnel to use HMIS 
as a referral platform for housing and services Providers. Additionally, HMIS is also used in this 
process to provide data on Client outcomes to case management personnel, housing service 
Providers, and shelter staff service Providers to monitor homeless prevention and housing. Finally, 
HMIS serves as a communication platform for coordinated entry sites to view Client placements, 
share information on the households they serve and reduce duplication. Critical documents are 
uploaded in the system to assist with the Clients housing process.  

  

https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/4428/notice-cpd-15-02-appropriate-placement-for-transgender-persons-in-single-sex-emergency-shelters-and-other-facilities/
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/4428/notice-cpd-15-02-appropriate-placement-for-transgender-persons-in-single-sex-emergency-shelters-and-other-facilities/
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/4428/notice-cpd-15-02-appropriate-placement-for-transgender-persons-in-single-sex-emergency-shelters-and-other-facilities/
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/4428/notice-cpd-15-02-appropriate-placement-for-transgender-persons-in-single-sex-emergency-shelters-and-other-facilities/
https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/hmis/hmis-requirements/
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This also applies to the ESG Projects that are within the Broward CoC. Broward CoC has adopted 
the provisions and requirements set out in HUD Notice CPD-16-11 and CPD-17-01 for prioritizing 
housing placement for persons experiencing chronic homelessness and other vulnerable homeless 
persons in its PSH program. 
 
For more information please refer to the CEA Written Standards approved by the CoC on August 
28, 2019 

H. Client Eligibility for Services 
All Clients must be living in Broward County. Unless otherwise indicated in the Agreement, Client 
eligibility is limited to persons experiencing homelessness under Categories 1 and 4. All Providers 
must maintain documentation of homeless eligibility in accordance with 24 CFR 578.103 
recordkeeping requirements, located at: HEARTH Act Final Rule, 24 CFR 576.500(b), CPD-16-11, 
and CPD-17-01. 

 

Program Eligibility Criteria Additional 
Information 

RRH Emergency 
Solutions Grant (ESG) 

Literally Homeless Categories 1 & 4 and 
Clients must be at or less than 30% of the 
Area Medium Income (AMI) 

RRH ESG Eligibility 

RRH CoC Literally Homeless Categories 1 & 4 and 
Clients must be at or less than 50% of the 
Area Medium Income with preference of 

   

RRH CoC Eligibility 

RRH HUD Literally Homeless Categories 1 & 4 and no 
income requirement. 

RRH HUD Eligibility 

RRH Youth Literally Homeless Categories 1 & 4 and 
must be between the ages of 18- 21 

RRH Youth Eligibility 

Permanent Supportive 
Housing (PSH) 

Literally Homeless Categories 1 & 4. 
Prioritize vacant beds with Chronic 
Individuals – reference the definition of 
Chronically homeless above 

PSH Eligibility 

Emergency Shelter beds 
General Funds 

Literally Homeless Categories 1 & 4 Emergency Shelter beds 
General Funds 

Transitional Housing CoC 
& HUD 

Literally Homeless Categories 1 & 4 *** 
transitional housing impacts chronicity 

Transitional Housing 
CoC & HUD 

 

I. Client Documentation 

1. Client files must contain the following: 

• Release of Information 
• Verification of Homelessness in HMIS (must be uploaded into HMIS) 
• Face Sheet with Client demographic and contact information 
• Entry/ Exit date into the program 
• Updated Housing, Employment,  and/ or Service Plans 
• Case Notes with signature and date 

https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/5108/notice-cpd-16-11-prioritizing-persons-experiencing-chronic-homelessness-and-other-vulnerable-homeless-persons-in-psh/
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/5208/notice-establishing-additional-requirements-for-a-continuum-of-care-centralized-or-coordinated-assessment-system/
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/CoCProgramInterimRule_FormattedVersion.pdf
https://www.onecpd.info/resource/2033/hearth-coc-program-interim-rule/
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CFR-2012-title24-vol3/pdf/CFR-2012-title24-vol3-sec576-500.pdf
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/5108/notice-cpd-16-11-prioritizing-persons-experiencing-chronic-homelessness-and-other-vulnerable-homeless-persons-in-psh/
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/Notice-CPD-17-01-Establishing-Additional-Requirements-or-a-Continuum-of-Care-Centralized-or-Coordinated-Assessment-System.pdf
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/HomelessDefEligibility%20_SHP_SPC_ESG.pdf
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/HomelessDefEligibility%20_SHP_SPC_ESG.pdf
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/HomelessDefEligibility%20_SHP_SPC_ESG.pdf
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/HomelessDefEligibility%20_SHP_SPC_ESG.pdf
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/HomelessDefEligibility%20_SHP_SPC_ESG.pdf
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/HomelessDefEligibility%20_SHP_SPC_ESG.pdf
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/HomelessDefEligibility%20_SHP_SPC_ESG.pdf
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/HomelessDefEligibility%20_SHP_SPC_ESG.pdf
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/HomelessDefEligibility%20_SHP_SPC_ESG.pdf
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/HomelessDefEligibility%20_SHP_SPC_ESG.pdf
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J. Client Satisfaction Surveys  

The surveys must be conducted annually or at the indicated timeframes and done by program not 
agency. 

K. HUD/DCF/General Fund Recordkeeping Requirements 

Agencies that are required by federal, state and County regulation and/or statutes participating the 
Broward CoC must adhere to the following requirements: 
 

1. Recordkeeping Requirements:  
 

a. All records containing personally identifying information must be kept secure and 
confidential. 

b. Programs must have a written confidentiality/privacy policy and notice a copy of which 
should be made available to participants if requested. 

c. Documentation of homelessness (following HUDs guidelines as mentioned in CPD-16-
11.  Documentation of Homelessness must follow HUD’s guidance, listed below in order 
of preference below and explained in Appendix D: 

i. Literally Homeless (Category 1): third party verification; written observation by an 
outreach worker; or certification by the individual or head of household seeking 
assistance stating he/she was living on the streets or in a shelter. 

ii. Imminent Risk of Homelessness (Category 2): a court order resulting from an 
eviction action notifying the individual or family they must leave within 14 days; OR 
for an individual or family leaving a hotel or motel evidence they lack the financial 
resources to stay; OR a documented written or oral statement that the individual or 
family will be literally homeless within 14 days AND self-certification or other written 
documentation that the individual lacks the financial resources and support needed 
to obtain permanent housing. 

iii. Chronically Homeless Individuals and Families with the most Service Needs 
(Category 3): third party verification; written observation by an outreach worker; or 
certification by the individual or head of household seeking assistance stating he/she 
was living on the streets or in a shelter.  

iv. Fleeing or Attempting to Flee Domestic Violence (Category 4): For Victim 
Service Providers: an oral statement by the individual or head of household seeking 
assistance which states: they are fleeing; they have no subsequent residence and 
they lack resources. Statement must be documented by a self-certification or 
certification by the intake worker.  
• For Non-victim Service Providers, an oral statement by the individual or head 

of household seeking assistance that they are fleeing. This statement is 
documented by a self-certification or by the caseworker. Where the safety of 
the individual or family is not jeopardized, the oral statement must be verified; 
and Certification by the individual or head of household that no subsequent 
residence has been identified; and Self-certification or other written 
documentation that the individual or family lacks the financial resources and 
support networks to obtain other permanent housing. 
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o A record of services and assistance provided to each participant. 
o Documentation of any applicable requirements for providing 

services/assistance. 
o Documentation of use of coordinated entry assessment system.  
o Documentation of use of HMIS. 
o Records must be retained for the appropriate amount of time as prescribed 

by HUD. 
 

2. Financial Recordkeeping Requirements   
• Documentation for all costs charged to the grant; 
• Documentation that funds were spent on allowable costs; 
• Documentation of the receipt and use of program income;  
• Documentation of compliance with expenditure limits and deadlines; 
• Retain copies of all procurement contracts as applicable; and  
• Documentation of amount, source and use of resources for each match contribution 

 
L. Providers Funded for Housing 

 
Providers must use Rent Reasonableness and Housing Quality Standards (HQS). 

 
1. Rent Reasonableness: Refer to the Rent Reasonableness Checklist for a sample. Visit: 

https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/fmr.html for information regarding Fair Market Rents 
(FMRs). NOTE: If both the HEARTH Act and HUD NOFA provide different standards for Rent 
Reasonableness, HUD NOFA standards/requirements prevails. Visit: Department of Housing 
and Urban Development, 24 CFR 578, HEARTH Act webpage, at the specific chapters 
highlighted above, for further information on Rent Reasonableness and HQS. 

2. Housing Quality Standards (HQS):  Housing, whether leased or rental assistance, must meet 
HQS standards as specified in 24 CFR 982.401 and Notice CPD-12-011: Environmental Review 
Processing for Emergency Solutions Grants (ESG) for HUD and Emergency Solutions Grant 
(ESG) Providers. Refer to Housing Quality Standards Inspection Checklist and Housing Quality 
Standards Inspection Form.   

• The dwelling unit must have at least one bedroom or living/sleeping room for every two 
persons, meet state and local codes, and have a valid Certificate of Occupancy, if applicable. 

• Housing must meet the lead-based paint requirements found at 24 CFR 982.401. 
Requirements apply to all units built before 1978 that are occupied or can be occupied by 
families with children less than 6 years of age or pregnant women. 

• HUD and Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG) funded Providers must request the County 
complete an environmental review of the proposed housing prior to use of proposed housing. 
Providers must confirm with the County the review of the proposed housing has been 
completed and approved by Broward County’s Housing, Finance and Community 
Development Division. See HUD’s environmental review flow chart. 

3. Security Deposit: Providers who provide housing rental assistance must include funds in their 
budget for security deposits to cover all vacant units to be filled. 

https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/2098/home-rent-reasonableness-checklist-and-certification/
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/fmr.html
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/CoCProgramInterimRule_FormattedVersion.pdf
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/CoCProgramInterimRule_FormattedVersion.pdf
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=1a266164dbfa273865f8a9ef073db1bc&mc=true&node=pt24.4.982&rgn=div5#se24.4.982_1401
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/2458/notice-cpd-12-011-environmental-review-processing-esg-programs-fy2012/
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/2458/notice-cpd-12-011-environmental-review-processing-esg-programs-fy2012/
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/2458/notice-cpd-12-011-environmental-review-processing-esg-programs-fy2012/
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/2091/home-housing-quality-standards-hqs-inspection-form/
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/2091/home-housing-quality-standards-hqs-inspection-form/
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/2091/home-housing-quality-standards-hqs-inspection-form/
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=1a266164dbfa273865f8a9ef073db1bc&mc=true&node=pt24.4.982&rgn=div5#se24.4.982_1401
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=1a266164dbfa273865f8a9ef073db1bc&mc=true&node=pt24.4.982&rgn=div5#se24.4.982_1401
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/4045/coc-program-environmental-review-flow-chart/
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M. Administrative Costs  
Eligible HUD Administrative Costs include the following, but are not for staff and overhead costs 
directly related to carrying out activities listed under Rental Assistance/Leasing, Supportive 
Services, or Operating Costs  
 
1. General Management / Oversight / Coordination of Activities conducted by Subrecipient Staff 

engaged in Program Administration Assignments – i.e. Budget Management, Compliance, 
Managing/Supervising Program Admin Staff 

• Documentation support includes Staff Salary (timesheets, personnel activity reports (PARs), 
payroll register and payroll journals); Benefits (invoices to support actual costs incurred for 
health insurance, life insurance and retirement plan/pension for applicable staff and periods). 
 

2. Administrative services performed under third-party contracts/agreements – i.e. General Legal 
services, Accounting services, and Audit services 

• Documentation support includes invoices to support actual costs incurred with the 
methodology of cost allocations 
 

3. Other costs for goods and services required for administration of the program – i.e. Rental/Lease 
equipment, insurance, utilities, office supplies, rental/maintenance of office space 

• Documentation support includes: Rental/Lease Equipment (invoice or lease agreement to 
support actual costs incurred with methodology of cost allocations); Insurance (invoice to 
support actual costs incurred for general liability insurance with methodology of cost 
allocations); Utilities (invoice to support actual costs incurred with methodology of cost 
allocations); Supplies (invoices to support actual costs); Rental/Maintenance of Office 
Space (invoice or lease agreement to support actual costs incurred with methodology of cost 
allocations) 

4. Cost of attending HUD Sponsored Training on Continuum of Care Requirements – i.e. Mileage, 
Registration, Hotel and Airfare 

 
• Documentation support includes proof of registration, confirmation of payment, travel costs 

using IRS mileage rate, mileage report (MapQuest, Google Maps) 

In addition to the documentation described above, all requests for reimbursement must be 
accompanied by proof of payment. Such documentation may be in the form of canceled check, 
general ledger, bank statement, credit card statement and remittance summary. 

 
N. Termination Policy 
 

Providers must maintain termination policies consistent with 24 CFR 578.91 and minimally with the 
below guidelines for individuals and families. Providers must give a written copy of the termination 
policy, program requirements and conditions at the time the individual or family enters the program. 

  

https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/CoCProgramInterimRule_FormattedVersion.pdf
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1. With designated Contract Administrator’s approval, Client termination from a program may occur 

when a requirement or condition of occupancy is violated. 
• The   termination   of   Client(s) from   permanent housing   projects   must be coordinated 

through the County’s designated Contract Administrator. 
• Policies must allow for flexibility and consideration of mitigating circumstances. 
• The termination process must recognize the rights of the individuals receiving assistance and 

include an appeal process. 
 

2. When initiating Client termination proceedings, the Provider must: 
• Issue a written notice to the Client (including the reason(s) for the termination); 
• Provide for a review of the termination decision, which includes allowing the program 

participant to provide oral or written objections; and (Note: The review cannot be conducted 
by the person who made the original termination decision or a subordinate of that person.) 

• Issue a prompt written notice to the Client after the final determination has been made. 
 

3. Termination vs. Eviction: Eviction is a legal action taken by a landlord for the removal of a tenant 
from housing due to a lease violation or nonpayment of rent. The Provider may still serve the 
Client by moving them to another unit. NOTE: Client termination does not prohibit the Provider 
from serving the same individual or family at a later date. 

 
O. Conflict of Interest 
 

All Providers must ensure conflicts of interest and/or the appearance of conflicts of interest are 
documented and satisfactorily meet the threshold requirements for exception as detailed in 25 CFR 
578.95. Signed statements declaring or denying Conflicts of Interest are required from all Provider’s 
staff, and any Provider’s Board members directly or indirectly involved with the project. Statements 
must be updated annually. Additionally, the Client intake form must include explicit inquiries about 
possible conflicts of interest and signed by the Client at intake. 

 
P. Definitions 

Refer to HIP Definitions in Appendix A. 
 

Q. Billing/Invoicing/Match Requirement/Leverage/Program Income 
 

The following requirements apply to HUD funded Providers: 

1. HUD Invoice Template: Providers must complete the HUD Invoice Template documentation 
provided by the Contracts/Grants Administrator. HUD Match & Leverage requirements are 
available as described in the HUD Match & Leverage Guide. 

Invoices must be submitted by the 15th of each month following services unless otherwise 
directed. In addition, for projects with Rental Assistance and Leasing activities, copy(ies) of the 
lease, HQS report, and rent reasonableness assessment must be submitted for newly housed 
program participants with the first invoice and annually thereafter. 

  

https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/CoCProgramInterimRule_FormattedVersion.pdf
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/CoCProgramInterimRule_FormattedVersion.pdf
https://browardauthor/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/HUDInvoiceTemplate.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/HUDMatchandLeverageGuide.pdf
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2. Match Requirements: 24 CFR 578.73 of the HEARTH Act requires that all eligible funding costs 

must be matched with no less than 25% cash or in-kind match of the total amount requested 
including administrative costs, but not including leasing. The regulations in 24 CFR 84 and 24 
CFR 85 establish uniform administrative requirements for HUD grants. Match is to be reported 
with the monthly invoice unless otherwise directed. Refer to the HUD Invoice Template and 
instructions. 

3. Leverage Requirements: The Provider is required to provide 100% of the leverage to which it 
committed in the project application. Leveraging may come from public or private entities, with 
limitations as described in the HUD Match & Leverage Guide. Leverage is to be reported with 
the monthly invoice unless otherwise directed. Refer to the HUD Invoice Template and 
instructions. 

4. Program Income: Program Income is defined in 24 CFR § 578.97 of the HEARTH Act. Program 
Income is to be used for eligible activities and must be spent prior to the drawdown of additional 
grant funds. All Program Income activity is to be reported on the Monthly Invoice, unless 
otherwise directed. Refer to the HUD Invoice Template and instructions. 

5. Program Income Tracking Form: For those projects that do collect Program Income, a Program 
Income Tracking Form must accompany the monthly invoice. 

R. Cultural Competence 
 

Refer to Chapter I, General Information Section F. 

S. Reports 
 

HIP contracted Providers are required to complete and submit the following: 
 
1. Required Reports; Refer to Chapter I, General Information, Section M 

2. Required Forms: Refer to Appendix I. 

3. HUD Reports 

a. Longitudinal System  Analysis  (LSA) – HUD: LSA provides the number, demographic 
characteristics and service use patterns of the homeless population based on local data. HIP 
generates the LSA report from HMIS. LSA data comes from Point-in-Time counts of sheltered 
and unsheltered homelessness on a single night in January; housing inventories of 
emergency shelter, transitional housing, permanent supportive housing, and Safe Haven 
programs; and 12-month counts of people using homeless residential programs based on 
HMIS data. HIP shares the reports with Providers who are required to quality assure their 
data and correct any data errors or inconsistencies. Please refer to the HUD manual, “An 
Introductory Guidebook to The Annual Homeless Assessment Report” for further instructions 
regarding the LSA. 

  

https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/CoCProgramInterimRule_FormattedVersion.pdf
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=24a525eead0bf9054d258d58c632ad4c&mc=true&node=pt24.1.84&rgn=div5
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=24a525eead0bf9054d258d58c632ad4c&mc=true&node=pt24.1.85&rgn=div5
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=24a525eead0bf9054d258d58c632ad4c&mc=true&node=pt24.1.85&rgn=div5
https://browardauthor/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/HUDInvoiceTemplate.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/HUDMatchandLeverageGuide.pdf
https://browardauthor/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/HUDInvoiceTemplate.pdf
https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/CoCProgramInterimRule_FormattedVersion.pdf
https://browardauthor/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/HUDInvoiceTemplate.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/ChapterIandGenInfo010617.pdf
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/1227/introductory-guide-to-the-annual-homeless-assessment-report-ahar/
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/1227/introductory-guide-to-the-annual-homeless-assessment-report-ahar/
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/1227/introductory-guide-to-the-annual-homeless-assessment-report-ahar/
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b. 100% Grant Payroll Certification Form – HUD/DCF: Per HUD and Florida Department of 
Children (DCF) requirements, Providers are required to document staff working 100% on 
HUD grants and the allocated percentage of applicable staff members working on DCF- 
funded projects. HUD Provider’s applicable staff members are required to complete a 100% 
Grant Payroll Certification Form every six months and maintain on file for review by the 
County. For a sample refer to the 100% Grant Payroll Certification Form. Staff who are 
working on DCF funded projects must complete a Personnel Activity Report (PAR) monthly to 
demonstrate the percentage of time spent on the project. 

c. Annual Grant Inventory Worksheet (GIW) – HUD: The GIW determines which projects are 
eligible to receive renewal funding and the level of funding amount for each project. Providers 
are required to review and validate the information provided by HIP in an Annual GIW. 

4. HUD General Fund (GF) and DCF Reports: 

a. Inventory Report – HUD, GF and  DCF: Providers may purchase items up to $3500 dollars 
without prior consent of the County. The Provider must submit an annual Inventory Report 
form listing all items purchased in whole or in part with HUD or DCF grant funds which had a 
purchase price of $750 or greater. Items included in this inventory may not be disposed of 
without CPD’s prior written consent. Refer to Forms section Appendix I. 

 
b. HMIS Data Monthly Data Reports – HUD and GF: The Data reports may be generated by 

both HIP and the Provider in HMIS. The purpose is to assess the quality of the HUD Universal 
Data Elements (UDEs) and identify missing Client data or data responses equal to “Don’t 
Know” or “Refused”. The HUD UDE user guide outlines the grading scale and elements within 
the report. This tool is used for data quality improvement and data driven decision-making. 
HMIS Client records must be updated and data elements 100% complete. 

c. Annual Point-In-Time Count (PIT) – HUD and GF: All Providers are required to participate in 
planning and conducting of the PIT count. Active participation is defined as Providers 
assigning two (2) staff to act as team captains during the count at designated locations and 
one (1) staff per Provider to sit on the designated PIT committees for planning and 
coordination. HUD requires that CoC’s conduct an annual count of persons experiencing 
homelessness who are sheltered in emergency shelter, transitional housing, and Safe Havens 
on a single night and unsheltered homeless persons during the last ten days of January. The 
PIT count is conducted using unduplicated counts of individuals experiencing homelessness  
in sheltered and unsheltered locations on a single night. The PIT count is conducted in 
compliance with HUD counting standards, as documented in HUD’s, “Point-In-Time 
Methodology Guide.” Interim sheltered PIT counts may be required upon request. HIC/PIT 
Archive. 

d. Annual Housing Inventory Count (HIC) – HUD and GF: Providers are required to verify or 
update the HIC generated by HIP. The HIC is a point- in-time inventory of Provider programs 
within the CoC that provide beds and units dedicated to serve individuals experiencing 
homelessness and is categorized by five (5) Program Types: Emergency Shelter; 
Transitional Housing; Rapid Re-housing; Safe Haven; and Permanent Supportive Housing. 
This certification reflects the bed and unit capacity available to persons experiencing 
homelessness in a CoC on a designated night by category. More information can be found 
on the HUD Exchange website: HIC/PIT Archive. 

https://browardauthor/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/GrantPayrollCertificationForm.pdf
https://www.onecpd.info/resources/documents/2012GIWtraining.pdf
https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/hdx/guides/pit-hic/#2018-pit-and-hic-reporting
https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/hdx/guides/pit-hic/#2018-pit-and-hic-reporting
https://www.onecpd.info/hdx/guides/pit-hic
https://www.onecpd.info/hdx/guides/pit-hic
https://www.onecpd.info/hdx/guides/pit-hic
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e. Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) Annual Performance Report (APR) HUD 

and GF Homeless Assistance Centers (HACS): The HMIS APR is required for HUD CoC 
funded Projects. The APR is a reporting tool, within HMIS, used by HUD to track the progress 
and accomplishments of programs funded by HUD. Providers must submit the APR data 
within 45 calendar days from the end of each operating year. Data reported in the APR must 
be consistent with HMIS data. Failure to submit the APR by the 45th day will result in a 
Corrective Action Plan (CAP). 

 
HUD’s guidelines in the “SAGE e-snaps CoC APR Guidebook for CoC Grant-Funded 
Programs” contain further parameters for the APR process. 

• For required reports refer to Chapter I, General Information, Section M 
• For required forms refer to  Appendix I, Section I, for required forms. 

 
T. Forms 
 

Refer to Forms section Appendix I. 
 
U. Other 
 

1. For License Requirements for Providers of Substance Abuse Services, refer to Chapter I, 
General Information Section Q. 

2. For Background Screening Requirements refer to Chapter I, General Information Section Q. 
Providers whose staff have any direct contact with Clients will need level II background screening 
on file and updated accordingly. 

3. Providers are required to attend a minimum of 9 of the following of CoC Committee meetings 

• Coordinated Assessment and Housing Placement Committee; 
• Permanent Housing Committee - All Permanent Housing Providers must attend and send at 

least one (1) representative to the committee meeting; 
• Performance & Outcome & Needs & Gaps (PONG) Committee; 
• Homeless Youth & Families Committee; 
• HMIS Data Committee (meets quarterly) – All Providers who enter data into HMIS must send 

at least one (1) designated representative. The designated representative must commit to 
attending each meeting; and 

• Consumer Advocacy Committee. 

4. HUD CoC Funded Programs: Refer to the HUD NOFA application for the HUD Grant information 
regarding HUD Certifications. Based on the current HUD NOFA, Providers with HUD projects 
may be subject to additional requirements. 

5. Mandatory Training: All Providers and their staff must participate in the following mandatory 
trainings: 

• HIPPA – annually; 
• Security Awareness – annually; 
• Domestic Violence – annually; 

https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/1850/e-snaps-coc-apr-guidebook-for-coc-grant-funded-programs/
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/1850/e-snaps-coc-apr-guidebook-for-coc-grant-funded-programs/
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/ChapterIandGenInfo010617.pdf
https://www.hudexchange.info/e-snaps/fy-2016-coc-program-nofa-coc-program-competition/
https://www.hudexchange.info/e-snaps/fy-2016-coc-program-nofa-coc-program-competition/
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• HMIS (8 hours) – annually – may be through technical assistance and 1:1 meeting; 
• 16 hours of Webinars by National Alliance to End Homelessness, Corporation for Supportive 

Housing, HUD, or other web-based relevant training (annually); 
• Civil Rights Training (annually); 
• Cultural Competency (annually); 
• Outcome Training (annually); 
• 1 Day workshop hosted by the County (annually); 
• HIV/AIDS (every 2 years); and, 
• CPR/AED and Universal Precautions (annually or as the certificate indicates). 

 
All certificates and supporting documentation must be kept in the Employee’s File and will 
reviewed during monitorings. 

6. Ensure all timeframes are met 

7. HIP staff will make both announced and unannounced visits as deemed necessary.  
 

[The remainder of this page is intentionally blank.] 
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CHAPTER VI: PROCUREMENTS 
 
HSD has determined the most effective means to develop a continuum of human services is through 
funding services using a formalized procurement process. Eligible types of procurements may be 
issued utilizing the any of the following procurement formats: Request for Proposals (“RFP”), Request 
for Letters of Interest (“RLI”) and Request for Applications (“RFA”) . The general information contained 
in this section, including but not limited to the proposal criteria, terms of agreement, and method of 
reimbursement apply to advertised funding categories, unless exceptions are expressly stated in a 
specific procurement. Additional information regarding policies related to proposals and agreements 
are in the Chapter I General Information. 
 
A. Proposal Criteria 

An Applicant Agency (Applicant) interested in submitting a proposal for a specified procurement 
may download it from the CPD website until the closing date. All costs associated with proposal 
preparation will be borne by the Applicant. Proposals in accordance with the following: 

 
1. A complete proposal package must be submitted by the due date and time identified in the 

procurement. An Applicant is wholly responsible for timely submission of its proposal package. 
A late or incomplete proposal package is not eligible for funding consideration. CPD staff will 
provide written notification to an Applicant in the event its proposal is removed from review. 

2. The submitted proposal may only address the population of focus and service(s) advertised in 
the procurement. 

3. An Applicant must appropriately sign the required forms and place attachments and applicable 
program documents in the order outlined in the procurement instructions. If staff request a cure 
for any document(s), the Applicant must submit the requested information in accordance with 
the specified HSD cure process.    

4. Unless otherwise specified, electronic or fax submissions are not acceptable. Proposals 
submitted in either of those formats will be removed from further funding consideration. 

 
B. Selection Criteria 

All proposals are subject to review according to a uniform set of criteria that considers issues of i.) 
policy compliance and document checklist; ii.) financial viability; iii.) program costs; and iv.) 
implementation in delivering the advertised services. Proposals must pass each level of review. 
Applicants will be notified in writing if its proposal is removed from review.  
 
Staff may notify an Applicant’s contact person using e-mail and/or facsimile (fax) regarding any 
curable portion within the identified timeframe during the review process. An Applicant is solely 
responsible for ensuring that the designated staff is available via email and fax during the 
procurement process. An Applicant’s failure to receive notification from County staff is not subject 
to appeal. 

 
The review phases are: 
1. The County Policies and Document Compliance Checklist. Proposals will be reviewed for 

adherence to, submittal of required attachments for policy compliance and program documents 
in accordance with the rating tools located in the specified procurement. Scores generated in 
these categories will not be utilized to calculate an Applicant’s total ranking score. County staff 
will conduct the review. 

 
 

https://webapps6.broward.org/communitypartnershipsRFP/
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a. Broward County Human Services Department Cure Policy: HSD will notify the Applicant’s 
contact by email or fax of item(s) in need of correction and resubmission. This process is 
known as a “cure.” Only items identified in the applicable procurement are eligible to be 
cured. The notice will include written instructions regarding the incomplete document(s), 
cure(s) needed, and the deadline for County receipt. Deadlines will always be on a 
business day, defined as Monday through Friday by 5:00 P.M. excluding holidays. A 
proposal failing to submit a document with “N/A” under the “Curable Items” column will 
proceed in the review and will be rated without the missing document.  
 
Applicants failing to submit a document identified as “NOT CURABLE” may proceed in 
the review process, however the resulting score(s) will reflect the missing document(s). 
Not all submitted documents are eligible to be revised. Incomplete or missing program 
documents that are not eligible to be revised may affect the Applicant’s total score. 
Applicants achieving a passing score and recommended for funding must provide the 
applicable documents at the request of the County, prior to CPD submitting the 
agreement for execution. HSD will not recommend funding for Applicants that fail to 
provide the required document(s). Failure to receive notification from HSD staff is not 
subject to appeal. 

 
2. Financial Review. The Audited Financial Statement (AFS) or IRS 990 portion of the financial 

review is used to identify the Applicant Agency’s fiscal strength and for monitoring purposes in 
the event of an award. The AFS or IRS 990 score will not be utilized in the calculation of an 
Applicant Agency’s total ranking score. Government Entities are not subject to the AFS Financial 
Review. 

 
a. Proposals from governmental entities are exempt from Audited Financial Statement/IRS 990 

review. 
b. Should funding be recommended, HSD staff will utilize ratings to both assess the 

organizations’ risk factors and need for monitoring beyond normally required. 
c. All proposals are subject to a Program Budget Review for each proposed service. Budgets 

must meet or exceed the indicated threshold for funding consideration of the proposal. 
Scores for budgets that meet or exceed the threshold will be included in the Applicant 
Agency’s total score for ranking purposes. 

 
c. Quality Review. Proposals that pass the Program Budget Review are eligible to participate in 

the Quality Review. Quality Review Committee members are subject matter experts eligible to 
review and rate proposals, who are free from any Conflict of Interest in accordance with Section 
112.3143, Florida Statutes, and experienced in the County’s solicitation process. The Quality 
Review Committee may be comprised of people knowledgeable about the service or subject 
matter experts from various sectors that may include federal, state and local agencies, 
municipalities, not-for profit agencies and for-profit organizations.  
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During the Applicant Interview, the Applicant’s representatives will be allotted 25 minutes to 
answer questions from the Quality Review Committee. Representatives should be prepared to 
respond to all questions related to the Applicant’s proposal (programmatic, budgetary and 
business operations).  

 
In the event of missing written responses or documents, the Applicant may not substitute or add 
any written information. Additionally, Applicant representatives may not make PowerPoint 
presentations and may not provide any handouts or documents related to the Applicant or 
proposal to the Quality Review Committee members or staff before, during, or after the interview. 
All Applicant Interviews are recorded subject to the Public Records guidelines and may be 
referenced in the event of an appeal or contract negotiation. 

 
Based on the representatives’ responses to questions posed, each Committee member may 
increase or decrease the Applicant’s Quality Rating scores. Upon completion of all Applicant 
Interviews, staff tabulate and average the Quality Review Committee members’ scores. Staff 
use the scores to create a ranked order within the advertised Service Category.  

 
The highest-ranking numerical score does not automatically guarantee a funding 
recommendation. Failure to meet the minimum threshold for the procurement will result in the 
disqualification of the Applicant's proposal. In the event all proposals in a Service Category fail 
to pass any level of review, HSD reserves the right to waive the failing.  

 
d. Administrative Review. If a proposal contains any incorrect information, intentional or 

unintentional, the HSD reserves the right to disqualify that proposal at its sole and absolute 
discretion. Any notification(s) to an Applicant regarding this funding process may be made by e-
mail to the contact person identified in its proposal. 

 
The HSD is not obligated to award funds for each category and retains the right to reject all 
proposals, or to accept, modify, reject entirely, or partially reject portions of a proposal. While 
failure to meet the minimum threshold in an applicable section of the review will result in the 
disqualification of an Applicant’s proposal, HSD reserves the right to waive the failing in the event 
all proposals in the same Service Category fail to pass any level of review.  

 
The HSD reserves the right to waive any required element in a Service Category other than 
failure to submit the proposal by the due date and time. Further, HSD reserves the right to waive 
the minimum required score on any portion of the proposal Rating Sheet if fifty percent (50%) or 
more of the proposals in the same Service Category fail to attain the minimum score.  
 
HSD reserves the right to request additional information and support documentation for 
clarification from an Applicant prior to a negotiation meeting in the event its proposal is 
recommended for funding. 
 

i. Public Records Requests. It is Broward County policy to fully comply with the Florida 
Public Records Act, subject to the exemptions provided for in Chapter 119 and Chapter 
286.0113 of the Florida Statute. Information relating to the proposals, including Applicant 
Interviews and applicant scores resulting from the solicitation, are exempt from production 
until the Department provides its Notice of Funding Recommendation to the Board of 
County Commissioners or within 30 days after the close date of the solicitation, whichever 
is earlier.  

ii. Appeal Process: Information regarding the appeals process may be found at: 
Administrative Code 23.10.  

https://library.municode.com/fl/broward_county/codes/administrative_code?nodeId=CH23OPPOHUSE_PTIIHUSEDEGRFUNOFOFORPUENVOORCIASCOOF_23.10APPR
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e. Commission Approval. HSD will forward all programs recommended for funding to the 

Broward County Board of County Commissioners for approval. In some cases, an advisory 
board will review the recommendations before presentation to the Commission. HSD staff 
will negotiate an agreement with each Applicant whose program is approved for funding by 
the County Commission.  

 
In the event the parties cannot come to terms with respect to an agreement, HSD retains the 
right to rescind an award, and thereafter award to another Applicant recommended for approval 
under the same proposal process without having to conduct a new procurement for the services.  

 
C. Procurement Documentation and Policies Requirement 

An Applicant may be required to submit any of the documentation specified below with proposal or 
prior to funding recommendation. These documents relate to compliance with federal, state or 
County policy and are referenced as “Attachments” in HSD procurements. Required Attachments 
will be identified in each procurement. Attachments eligible to be re-submitted in accordance with 
the cure process will be identified in the procurement. If an incomplete Attachment is submitted with 
a proposal and is identified as cure-eligible, the revised, complete document must be submitted by 
the designated deadline for the proposal to proceed in the review process and recommended for 
funding to the County Commission. 
 
1. Attachments 

 
a. Agency Assurance: All Applicants must submit the Agency Assurance form. This document 

must have the original signatures of an authorized Agency official who has authority to 
obligate the Applicant legally and include the signatures of two (2) witnesses. 

 
b. Financial Statements/Audit Requirements: Acceptable forms of income information 

include either an Audited Financial Statement (AFS) or the Federal Reporting Form 990 for 
the two years immediately preceding the procurement proposal submission deadline date. 
AFS may be requested with the proposal or post-recommendation/award. 
 

i. Pre-Award: To assess the financial stability of Applicant, HSD may require submission of 
income information. If recommended for funding, the Applicant shall the submit income 
information within 180 days or less of the due date of the procurement. The income 
information shall conform to generally accepted accounting standards, shall include the 
auditor’s letter to management and management’s response (if applicable) and shall be 
completed by an independent Certified Public Accountant.  

 
• AFS: must be submitted for the Applicant’s most recent fiscal year unless the fiscal 

year ended within 180 days or less of the due date of the procurement. In that event, 
the Applicant  must submit an AFS for the fiscal year prior to its most recent fiscal 
year. An AFS for not-for-profit organizations must consist of a statement of financial 
position, a statement of activities, a statement of cash flows, and any management 
letter(s) thereby generated. Federal Reporting Form 990: must be submitted for the 
two years immediately preceding the proposal deadline date and be accompanied by 
a signed statement from the organization's Board of Directors/President certifying that 
submission of Federal Reporting Form 990 was timely, filed and accepted by the 
Internal Revenue Service.  
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o If the Applicant Agency is exempt from filing Federal Form 990, the Applicant must 
state so in the proposal. A separate letter stating this exemption must be included 
with the proposal.   

 
o The Applicant must submit financial statements that may be produced by the 

agency for a minimum of two years immediately preceding the proposal, 
depending on agency's history. At a minimum, the financial statements must 
include a Statement of Revenue, Expenses, and Changes in Fund Balances, 
Statement of Functional Expenses, and Balance Sheet. The financial statements 
must contain a signed statement by the Organization's Executive 
Director/President and the Chief Financial Officer that the financial statements 
accurately reflect/project the Applicant’s financial condition. 

 
ii. Post Award: A Not-for-profit Applicant is required to provide its Audited Financial 

Statements to the Contract Administrator within one hundred-eighty (180) days after the 
close of each fiscal year following an award, and for any year in which the Applicant 
receives funds under an agreement with Broward County to provide specified services. 
AFS consist of a statement of financial position, a statement of activities, a statement of 
cash flows accounting for all monies received from Broward County and any Management 
letter(s). The annual financial and compliance audits must be in accordance with 
generally accepted audit standards and shall be completed by an independent Certified 
Public Accountant.  

 

• For-profit Applicants must prepare an income Audited Financial statement instead of 
the statement of activities that must be submitted to the Contract Administrator within 
one hundred eighty (180) days after the close of the Provider's fiscal year. Said annual 
financial statements shall account for all monies received from County via explicit 
disclosures in the financial statements and/or accompanying notes to the financial 
statements.  

  
• A Public Entity (Unit of Government) may have an internal auditor generate a Special 

Report for the program or division of government that would administer the proposed 
program instead of a complete agency audit. The Special Report must be submitted 
to the Contract Administrator within two hundred seventy (270) days after the close of 
the Public Entities’ fiscal year, pursuant to Section 11.45(4)(a), Florida Statutes as 
amended from time to time. 

 
f. Scrutinized Companies Certification: Any company, principals, or owners on the 

Scrutinized Companies with Activities in Sudan List or on the Scrutinized Companies with 
Activities in the Iran Petroleum Energy Sector List is prohibited from submitting a bid, 
proposal or response to a Broward County solicitation for goods or services. Each company 
submitting a bid, proposal or response to a solicitation must certify to the County that it is not 
on either list at the time of submitting a proposal. A sample form is in Appendix I. 

 
g. Certification of Non-suspension or Debarment: Any agency, organization, principals, or 

owners that have been suspended or debarred from receiving Federal contracts may not 
participate in a federally funded project. Each agency or organization applying must certify 
to the County that it has not been suspended or debarred at the time of submitting its proposal 
and including the certification form. A sample form is in Appendix I. 
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h. IRS Letter Certifying 501(c)(3) Status: An Applicant applying as a Not-for-profit 
organization must submit a copy of the determination letter from the Internal Revenue 
Service which certifies the organization’s exemption from federal income tax under section 
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. This requirement is not applicable to For-profit 
organizations or Public Entities.  

 
i. Domestic Partnership Benefit: This form reflects County policy and in the event of a score 

tie between Applicants, the County may use this certification to award the funds in 
accordance with the Broward County Domestic Partnership Act of 1999, Broward County 
Ordinance No. 1999-03, as amended. The use of this form is dependent upon the source of 
funds for the procurement. A sample form is in Appendix I. 

 
2. Program Documents: Other documents, including some identified below may be requested to 

be submitted as Program Documents for individual procurements. Each procurement will have 
unique requirements that are an Applicant’s responsibility to complete and submit. In some 
instances, upon notification for recommendation of award, an Applicant may be required to 
provide documentation prior to funding award. Documents include: 

 
a. Certificate of Corporation: The Applicant must submit a Certificate of Corporation or 

printout of the Detail by Entity Name page from the Florida Department of State, Division of 
Corporations website located at www.sunbiz.org. The Applicant’s printout must be dated 
within twelve (12) months of the due date of the procurement. The Certificate must identify 
on its face that the Applicant is "active.”  

 
Alternatively, the Applicant may submit a Certificate of Corporation from the Secretary of 
State, State of Florida, certified and dated by the Secretary of State within twelve (12) months 
of the due date of this proposal. This Certificate must identify on its face that the Applicant is 
"active.” A copy of the Articles of Incorporation, acknowledgement of Annual Reports, or any 
similar document does not meet the requirements of this section. This provision is not 
applicable to a Public Entity.  

 
b. Public Entities Crimes Act: The Applicant must submit the document representing that the 

execution of an agreement with the County will not violate the Public Entities Crimes Act 
(Section 287.133, Florida Statutes). Section 287.133, Florida Statutes provides that no one 
placed on the convicted vendor list following a conviction for a Public Entity Crime may submit 
a bid on a contract to provide any goods or services to Broward County. A sample form is in 
Appendix I. 

 
c. Drug-Free Workplace Certification: The Applicant must submit the Drug-Free Workplace 

Certification (two-page form) provided with an original signature of the person authorized to 
execute the proposal on behalf of the Applicant. The Applicant certifies it will provide and 
make a good faith effort to maintain a drug-free workplace program, during implementation 
of the applicable agreement, as set forth in the Drug-Free Workplace Act, Section 112.0455 
of the Florida Statutes. A notarized original signature is required. A sample form is in 
Appendix I. 

  

http://www.sunbiz.org/
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d. Non-Discrimination Policy Certification: An applicable agreement initiated pursuant to a 

HSD procurement will stipulate the Applicant shall not unlawfully discriminate on the basis of 
race, color, national origin, sex, religion, age, marital status, political affiliation, familial status, 
disability, or sexual orientation, pregnancy, or gender identity and expression in the 
performance of the applicable agreement, the solicitation for or purchase of goods or services 
relating to the agreement or in subcontracting work in the performance of the agreement and 
shall not otherwise unlawfully discriminate in violation of the Broward County Code, Chapter 
16 ½, as may be amended from time to time. All Applicants must complete and submit this 
form. A sample form is in Appendix I. 

 
e. Applicant Small Business Assurance Statement: An Applicant responding to an HSD 

procurement will be required to acknowledge its agreement to do business with Broward 
County-certified Enterprises (CBE) and/or Small Business Enterprises (SBE) firms, 
whenever possible, by completing the Applicant Small Business Assurance Statement. A 
sample form is in Appendix I. 

 
The Broward County Office of Economic and Small Business Development (OESBD) 
administers Broward County’s (County’s) local and federal small business programs. OESBD 
evaluates County procurements and contracts to identify opportunities for small businesses 
certified under the local CBE and SBE Programs. Please note that CBE/SBE reserves or 
CBE goals may or may not apply to specified procurements. For more information on the 
CBE and/or SBE Programs and the Broward County Small Business Directory, contact:  

 
 Office of Economic and Small Business Development 
 115 South Andrews Avenue, Room A680 
 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
 Telephone: (954) 357-6400 http://www.broward.org/econdev/Pages/Default.aspx 

 
f. Board of Directors: A Not-for-profit Applicant must include a list of its Board of Directors, 

and/or Advisory Board, including their addresses and offices held within the Board. For-Profit 
Agencies must include a list of Board of Directors if applicable as described above or may 
check “N/A” if not applicable. Public Entities (Units of Government) may check “N/A”.  

 
g. Organizational Chart: An Applicant must include a direct-line Organizational Chart showing 

where the proposed program/service would function within the Applicant if the requested 
funds are provided.  

 
h. Counterterrorism Compliance Form: All Applicants are required to complete and provide 

the one-page form. A sample form is in Appendix I. 
 

D. Other Agreement Requirements  
For the contractual requirements of the Unit of Service Form Agreement (“Agreement”) including 
subcontracting for services.  For purposes of an RFP, subcontracting occurs when an Applicant 
engages via formal agreement or any other mechanism, a third party, including but not limited to, 
individuals, partnerships, corporations, or any other type of entity, to perform the services, in whole 
or in part, solicited in the RFP. 

  

http://www.broward.org/econdev/Pages/Default.aspx
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1. Collaboration: The HSD strongly encourages Providers to help coordinate the provision and 

delivery of human services in Broward County. Therefore, to maximize funding dollars, an 
Applicant is encouraged to form agreements with other Providers that are cost effective and 
provide a continuum of care when possible. Partnerships should address issues of system 
coordination and integration. An Applicant is encouraged to demonstrate economies of scale 
through collaboration. All Memorandum(s) of Understanding and/or Interagency Agreement(s) 
submitted must be dated within one year of the closing date of the procurement, however 
Applicants applying in partnership must submit a current Memorandum(s) of Understanding 
and/or Interagency Agreement(s) dated within one (1) year of the date of the procurement.  

 
In the event multiple agencies submit a joint proposal in response to a procurement, the proposal 
must identify a single Applicant as the lead Agency that will execute the agreement with the 
County. The lead Applicant must identify the name and address of all parities participating in the 
proposal. The lead Applicant shall also provide all bonding and insurance requirements, execute 
any contract(s), complete the required documentation and have overall and complete 
accountability to resolve any dispute arising within the contract.  
 
The Lead Applicant’s responsibilities must include, but not be limited to, the overall contract 
administration, oversight of preparation of reports and presentations, and the presentation of 
consolidated invoices and reports for services performed. The Lead Applicant must remain 
responsible for performing all services identified in the applicable, executed Agreement. 
 

2. Advertised Services (Taxonomies): The Broward County HSD is committed to improving Client 
service delivery, preventing duplication of services, and facilitating the evaluation of County-
funded services. To be effective, standardized definitions of services among agencies are 
necessary. Therefore, HSD has adopted use of the Alliance of Information and Referral Systems 
(AIRS)/211 LA County Taxonomy of Human Services, referenced both in this Handbook and in 
procurements as service names, service numbers and service definitions. Service names and 
Service identification numbers are identified for specified procurement funding opportunities 
under “Eligible Billing Components.” In the event of a discrepancy, the Service Definitions 
expressed in this Handbook prevail. 
 

3. Non-expendable Property: Non-expendable property is defined as tangible personal property of 
a non-consumable nature, for example; hardback bound books that are not circulated to students 
or the public. The purchase of non-expendable property is not allowed. 
 

4. Ownership of proposal: Pursuant to Chapter 119 of the Florida Statutes, all materials and 
supporting documentation submitted in response to Broward County Human Service 
Department solicitations become public record and are the property of Broward County.  
 

5. Trade Secret and Confidential Materials: Broward County assumes and accepts no liability 
whatsoever for disclosure or utilization of material unidentified as trade secrets or as confidential 
information. If the proposal includes material deemed a trade secret (as defined by Section 
812.081, Florida Statutes) or other confidential material exempt from the provisions of Chapter 
119, Florida Statutes, which the Applicant does not wish to become public record, the following 
statement should be included in the proposal: 
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“Trade Secrets as defined by Section 812.081, Florida Statutes, or other confidential materials 
contained on (applicable pages) of this proposal shall not be used or disclosed, except for 
evaluation purposes. However, if an Agreement is awarded, Broward County shall have the right 
to use or disclose the information designated as trade secrets or confidential to the extent 
provided in the Agreement. This restriction does not limit Broward County’s right to use or 
disclose the information designated as trade secrets or confidential which is obtained from 
another source.” 
 

6. Any exemption claimed is limited to the pertinent data and/or documents and must be supported 
by a statutory exemption. Nothing contained in the proposal must be deemed or interpreted to 
restrict or prevent the County from complying with the disclosure requirements of Chapter 119. 
Florida Statutes, when material is incorrectly identified as a trade secret or confidential 
information. By submitting a proposal, the Applicant covenants not to sue the County and waives 
any claim against the County arising under Chapter 119, Florida Statutes.   

 
E. Type of Agreement 

Broward County and an awarded agency will execute the appropriate HSD Form Agreement which 
is based on units of service provided. Other standard form agreements and addendums previously 
approved by the Office of the County Attorney, Risk Management and the Broward County Board 
of County Commissioners may also be utilized based on the awarded agency’s organizational type.  
 
A unit of service is a measurable portion of the services an Applicant agrees to deliver. The HSD 
has standardized unit of service definitions for services (taxonomies) included in the RFP. Refer to 
each Program Chapter for applicable service names and numbers. For information regarding 
service definitions and reimbursement policies refer to this Handbook. Some Agreements may 
include reimbursement for actual costs up to an agreed dollar amount. 

 
F. Terms of Agreements    

The initial term of an Agreement awarded is based upon the anticipated fiscal year prescribed in 
the procurement, or as approved by the Board of County Commissioners. An Agreement will have 
the possibility of funding for two (2) subsequent one-year periods. All option period funding is 
contingent on: 

 
1. Service(s) continuing to be in line with the Human Services Department Strategic Plan; 
2. Continued demonstrated and documented need for the services or priority area of funding; 
3. Satisfactory program performance by the Provider; and  
4. The availability of funds from the County for services advertised in this solicitation. 

 
An Agreement between Broward County and an awarded agency will incorporate information from 
the successful proposal. Failure to deliver the service(s) in compliance with the terms and conditions 
in the Agreement, inclusive of information from the proposal, may result in Agreement termination. 
The Board may also choose to discontinue a program based on available funding and need. 
 
Should the County terminate an Agreement due to unsatisfactory performance by an awarded 
agency or fail to come to terms in negotiating an Agreement, the County may reallocate the work to 
one or more other agencies recommended for Service funding under this same proposal process 
without having to request new proposals for those services. 
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G. Method of Reimbursement 
Units of service agreed upon during contract negotiation with the HSD are the basis of agency 
reimbursement for most CPD agreements. An awarded agency will be required to submit invoices 
in accordance with its Agreement with Broward County. The County reimburses Providers through 
the submission of invoices reflecting services rendered in accordance with the signed Agreement, 
established governmental guidelines, and submission of complete and accurate data. Providers 
must maintain all supporting documentation related to invoices. For most agreements, CPD 
reimburses a Provider for a measurable portion, or “unit,” of the service the Provider agrees to 
deliver. HSD has standardized unit definitions (Taxonomies) for each service.  
 

Cost per Unit of Service: One (1) hour of service per Client. When applicable, County will 
reimburse for fifteen (15) minutes increments at one quarter of the unit rate. When calculating 15-
minute increments, total the actual time spent for multiple units to the same Client provided on the 
same day. Total of services will be summed before rounding. If the total minutes end in a 7-minute 
increment or less, the Provider will round down to the nearest 15-minute increment. If the minutes 
total ends in an 8-minute increment or more, the Provider will round up to the nearest 15-minute 
increment. The following chart illustrates the rules of rounding and gives the appropriate billing 
unit(s): 

 

Time in Minutes Unit(s) Billed 
1-7 0 
8-22 .25 Unit 

23-37 .50 Unit 
38-52 .75 Unit 

 

Only units of service provided and reported in accordance to the Agreement are considered 
delivered and eligible for payment. Broward County may suspend funding to a program based on 
available funding, need and compliance with the contracted provisions. 
 
The other form of agreement utilized by CPD is the Consultant Services form agreement. A 
Consultant Services form agreement has similar provisions as the Unit of Service form agreement 
but contains specific requirements based upon the procurement related to these services and terms 
agreed to by the parties during negotiation.     
 
An Applicant must assure the County that funding awarded from advertised procurements will not 
supplant any funds received by the agency for existing programs and resources. Unless specified 
in the Provider Agreement or Contract Adjustment, Providers may not bill the County for services 
that are eligible for Medicaid or other reimbursement. HSD will not recommend funding that 
supplants any other sources of funding, including Medicaid, Medicare, private insurance, and/or any 
other third-party payer. An Applicant must bill and pursue collection (where applicable) of third-party 
and Client payments for services rendered under its agreement with Broward County. Broward 
County is the funder of last resort.    
 
To account for awarded funds, all awarded agencies are required to establish and maintain 
accounting systems and financial records. All grant awards are subject to monitoring/audits during 
the award period and within three years after the grant award period has closed. Guidelines for 
records management, reports and forms, and program monitoring and evaluation are in the Provider 
Handbook.  
     

 

http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Pages/ContractServicesProviderHandbook.aspx
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Pages/ContractServicesProviderHandbook.aspx
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APPENDIX A 
 
A. General Definitions 

1. Organizational Profile - is a statement that contains key information about the organization to 
efficiently and effectively communicate its services, location and contact details. The 
Organizational Profile at a minimum will consist of the following information that is also 
included in a countywide resource inventory: 

• Complete Agency Name 
• Address, Telephone Number, and Hours of Operation 
• Program Service Description 
• Special Features (eligibility for various funding opportunities: County, State, United Way) 
• Client Eligibility Requirements 
• Application Instructions 
• Fees 
• Geographical area served 

 
B. CSA Definitions  

1. Dual Diagnosis/Co-occurring Disorders (Substance Use and Mental Health): Individual must 
have co-existing substance use disorder and a mental health disorder to meet diagnostic criteria 
specified within the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders that resulted in a 
functional impairment and which substantially interferes with or limits the individual's role or 
functioning in family, school, or community activities. 

 
2. Homeless Definition (HUD Categories); Children experiencing homelessness are defined by the 

following HUD categories: 

• Category 1 – Literally Homeless: Youth who are living in a place not meant for human 
habitation, in emergency shelter, in transitional housing, or are exiting an institution where 
they temporarily resided if they were in shelter or a place not meant for human habitation 
before entering the institution. Youth will be considered homeless if they are exiting an 
institution where they resided for up to 90 days and were homeless immediately prior to 
entering that institution. 

• Category 2 – Imminent Risk of Homelessness: Youth who are losing their primary 
nighttime residence, which may include a motel or hotel or a doubled-up living situation, 
within 14 days and lack resources or support networks to remain in housing. 

o For an individual or family to qualify as at Imminent Risk of Homelessness (above), 
the individual or family must also meet two threshold criteria: 

o The individual has income below 30 percent of median income for the geographic 
area; and 

o The individual has insufficient resources immediately available to attain housing 
stability. 

o The individual must also exhibit one or more specified risk factors, which include: 
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1. Moving frequently because of economic reasons; 
2. Living in the home of another because of economic hardship; 
3. Being notified that their right to occupy their current housing or living situation 

will be terminated; 
4. Living in a hotel or motel; 
5. Living in severely overcrowded housing; 
6. Exiting an institution; and 
7. Living in housing that has characteristics associated with instability and an 

increased risk of homelessness. 
 

• Category 3 – Homeless Under Other Federal statutes: Unaccompanied youth aging out 
of foster care who are unstably housed and likely to continue in that state, who have not 
had a lease or ownership interest in a housing unit in the last 60 or more days, have had 
two or more moves in the last 60 days, and who are likely to continue to be unstably housed 
because of disability or multiple barriers to employment. 

 

The Services are for youth who are not otherwise eligible for these services through private 
insurance, Medicaid, the State of Florida, or any other third- party reimbursement 
mechanism. Client who receive Road to Independence (RTI) or Post-Secondary Education 
Services and Support (PESS) funds but are not served through Extended Foster Care are 
eligible for these Support Services. Client who are served through Extended Foster Care 
under the Florida Department of Children and Families are not eligible for these Support 
Services. 

• Category 4 – Fleeing Domestic Violence: Youth fleeing or attempting to flee their housing 
or the place they are staying because of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, 
stalking, or other dangerous or life-threatening conditions related to violence that has taken 
place in the house or has made them afraid to return to the house, including: 

o Trading sex for housing 
o Trafficking 
o Physical abuse 
o Violence (or perceived threat of violence) because of the youth’s sexual orientation 

3. Mental Health: Individual who has mental health conditions ranging from mental health problems 
that result in impairment in functioning to diagnosable mental, behavioral or emotional disorders 
(including EB/D) per the current edition of the Diagnostic Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 
(DSM). Current or past traumatic stress may be a factor in the mental health conditions. 

 
4. Substance Use Disorder: Individual who has a substance use disorder, minimally ranging from 

substance use that comprises maladaptive patterns of substance use revealed by recurrent and 
significant adverse consequences related to the repeated use of substances to substance 
dependence comprising cognitive, behavioral and physiological symptoms because of continued 
substance use. Current or past traumatic stress may be a factor contributing to substance use. 
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5. Wraparound Case Management: Wraparound Case Management is a service delivery process 
and approach to care planning for children/youth and family members. The service delivery 
approach is family- centered, community-oriented, strength-based, and highly individualized to 
meet the needs of child/youth with complicated, multi-dimensional problems. Wraparound Case 
Management aims to develop the problem-solving skills, coping skills and self-efficacy of 
children. The Model builds on the collective actions of a committed group of family, friends, 
community, professionals, and cross-system supports mobilizing resources and talents from a 
variety of sources. 

6. Extenuating Circumstances: Defined as situations that are outside of the standard eligibility 
criteria. Extenuating Circumstances must be pre-approved by Children’s Services Administration 
and documented in the Client file. 

C. HCS Definitions 
1. Managing Entity: The Florida nonprofit corporation under contract with the Florida Department 

of Children and Family to manage the day-today operational delivery of behavioral health 
services through an organized system of care. 
 

2. Primary Health Care Services: Acute care and preventive services that are made available to well 
and sick persons who are unable to obtain such services due to lack of income or other barriers 
beyond their control. These services are provided to benefit individuals, improve the collective 
health of the public, and prevent and control the spread of disease. Primary health care services 
are provided at home, in group settings, or in clinics. Examples of primary health care services 
include but are not limited to first contact acute care services; chronic disease detection and 
treatment; maternal and child health services; family planning; nutrition; school health; 
supplemental food assistance for women, infants, and children; home health; and dental 
services. 

 

D. Ryan White Definitions 
1. National Monitoring Standards: HRSA/HAB requirements for program and fiscal management 

and oversight based on federal law, regulations, policies and guidance documents. 
 
2. Registered User: An individual who has attended and completed a Network training class, has 

submitted a Network user access request form, and has been issued a Network 
identifier/username and password by the Ryan White Program. User request must be submitted 
via the Provide Enterprise software system. 

 
3. Required Data Elements: Data sets for Part A Program for reporting Client level data for Federal 

funding source and reimbursement. These data elements must be entered in the HSSS for 
program billing and Client services. 

 
4. Sliding Fee Scale: Schedule of discounts that must be provided to self-pay patients for Part A 

Medical Care for patients who are below 200% of the Federal poverty guidelines based on their 
ability to pay. No Clients are to be denied services based on their ability to pay. 
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E. HIP Definitions 

1. Coordinated Entry, Assessment, Screening, Information and Referral: Coordinated Assessment 
refers to a common process for accessing homeless assistance services including prevention, 
diversion, emergency shelter, transitional housing, rapid rehousing, supportive services and 
even permanent supportive housing. Coordinated Assessment is also a system within the CoC, 
working together to assure services are accessible and well targeted to the immediate needs of 
the Client. Broward County has adopted the Vulnerability Index and/or Services Prioritization 
Decision Assistance Tool (VI- SPDAT). The triage form and assessment tool provide a 
coordinated process to prioritize how services will be provided to persons experiencing 
homelessness in the CoC. The process provides referrals for housing and services. Prioritization 
of referrals are based on the VI-SPDAT. Providers are further required to assist the CoC with its 
development and implementation. 
 

2. Dating Violence: Dating violence means violence committed by a person who (a) is or has been 
in a social relationship of a romantic or intimate nature with the victim; and (b) where the existence 
of such a relationship will be determined based on a consideration of the following factors: (i) the 
length of the relationship; (ii) the type of relationship; and (iii) the frequency of interaction between 
the persons involved in the relationship. 
 

3. Domestic Violence: Domestic violence includes felony or misdemeanor crimes of violence 
committed by (a) a current or former spouse of the victim; (b) by a person with whom the victim 
shares a child in common; (c) by a person who is cohabitating with or has cohabitated with the 
victim as a spouse; (d) by a person similarly situated to a spouse of the victim under the domestic 
or family violence laws of the jurisdiction receiving grant monies; or (e) by any other person 
against an adult or youth victim who is protected from that person’s acts under the domestic or 
family violence laws of the jurisdiction. 
 

4. Families: Families are defined based on the HUD definition under the McKinney-Vento Act as 
amended by the Homeless Emergency Assistance and Rapid Transition to Housing Act (2009) 
and the Equal Access Rule. 
 

5. Homeless Continuum of Care (CoC): The Homeless CoC is a community plan to organize and 
deliver housing and services to meet the specific needs of persons experiencing homelessness 
as they move to stable permanent housing and maximum self-sufficiency. It includes action 
steps to end homelessness and prevent a return to homelessness. 
 

6. Homeless Emergency Assistance and Rapid Transition to Housing (HEARTH): The Broward 
County Homeless Continuum of Care (CoC) is defined by the Homeless Emergency Assistance 
and Rapid Transition to Housing (HEARTH). CoC Program Interim Rule is the local planning 
body that coordinates housing and services funding for individuals and families experiencing 
homelessness in Broward County. Homeless Definition & Recordkeeping Requirements may be 
found at the following link: HEARTH Homeless Definition & Recordkeeping Requirements. 
Additional definitions related to HUD funding may be found at the following link: HEARTH 
Defining “Homeless” Final Rule. 
 

7. HUD Agreement: Contract between HUD and Broward County for a HUD CoC project award. 
 

8. HUD Project Operating Year: One-year period consistent with the HUD grant term. 
  

https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/HAAA_HEARTH.PDF
https://www.onecpd.info/resource/2033/hearth-coc-program-interim-rule/
https://www.onecpd.info/resource/2033/hearth-coc-program-interim-rule/
https://www.onecpd.info/resources/documents/HomelessDefinition_RecordkeepingRequirementsandCriteria.pdf
https://www.onecpd.info/resources/documents/HomelessDefinition_RecordkeepingRequirementsandCriteria.pdf
https://www.onecpd.info/resource/1928/hearth-defining-homeless-final-rule/
https://www.onecpd.info/resource/1928/hearth-defining-homeless-final-rule/
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9. HUD Terminology (refer to the HUD link for terminology definitions listed below)  

Cash Match [24 CFR 578.73] 

Conflict of Interest [24 CFR 578.95] 

Continuum of Care [24 CFR 578.3] 

Disability, Developmental Disability [24 CFR 578.3] 

Emergency Shelter [24 CFR 576] 

Family Equal Access Rule 

Fair Market Rent See also [24 CFR 578.3] 

Homeless, Chronically Homeless, At Risk of Homelessness [24 CFR 578.3] 

Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) [24 CFR 578.3] 

Leasing [24 CFR 578.49] 

McKinney Vento Homeless Assistance Act, HEARTH Act [24 CFR 578] 

Operating Cost [24 CFR 578.55] 

Permanent Housing [24 CFR 578.3]  

Point in Time Count [24 CFR 578.3]  

Program Income [24CFR 578.97]  

Project [24 CFR 578.3] 

Project Administrative Cost [24 CFR 578.59]  

Rapid Rehousing [24 CFR 578.37(a)(1)(ii)]  

Rental Assistance [24 CFR 578.51] 

Safe Haven [24 CFR 578.3] 

Subrecipient [24 CFR 578.3] 

Supportive Services [24 CFR 578.53]  

Grant & Project Changes [24 CFR 578.105] 

Transitional Housing [24 CFR 578.3] 

Victim Services [24 CFR 578.3] 

10. Outreach: Essential Services related to reaching out to unsheltered individuals and families 
experiencing homelessness, connecting them with emergency shelter, housing, or critical 
services, and providing them with urgent, non-facility-based care. Eligible costs include 
engagement, case management, emergency health and mental health services, transportation, 
and services for special populations. 
 

11. Permanent and Supportive Housing: Permanent and Supportive Housing is an intervention that 
provide housing search, supportive services and long-term rental assistance to individuals who 
are experiencing chronic homelessness and have a long-term disabling condition. 

  

https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/CoCProgramInterimRule_FormattedVersion.pdf
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.578_173
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.578_195
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.578_13
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.578_13
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.576&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.576_11
https://www.hudexchange.info/faqs/1529/how-is-the-definition-of-family-that-was-included/
http://www.huduser.org/portal/datasets/fmr.html
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.578_13
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.578_13
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.578_149
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.578_155
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.578_13
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.578_13
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.578_197
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.578_13
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.578_159
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.578_137
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.578_151
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.578_13
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.578_13
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.578_153
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.578_1105
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.578_13
https://gov.ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=835a3eda606179c02aad7758469bbc85&amp;mc=true&amp;node=pt24.3.578&amp;rgn=div5&amp;se24.3.578_13
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12. Rapid Re-housing: Rapid Re-housing is an intervention, informed by a Housing First approach 
that is a critical part of a community’s effective homeless crisis response system. Rapid Re-
housing rapidly connects families and individuals experiencing homelessness to permanent 
housing through a tailored package of assistance that may include the use of time-limited 
financial assistance and targeted supportive services. 
 

13. Screen In: A low barrier admission policy that does not restrict individuals based on but not limited 
to disabling condition, substance use and/or inebriated, criminal history, and gender 
identification. Shelter programs must have Client selection policies that prioritize people who 
have been experiencing homelessness the longest or who have the highest service needs as 
evidenced by vulnerability and/or Client staffing(s). 
 

14. Stalking: To follow, pursue, or repeatedly commit acts with the intent to kill, injure, harass, or 
intimidate another person; or to place under surveillance with the intent to kill, injure, harass, or 
intimidate another person; and in the course of, or as a result of, such following, pursuit, 
surveillance, or repeatedly committed acts, to place a person in reasonable fear of the death of, 
or serious bodily injury to, or to cause substantial emotional harm to that person, a member of 
the immediate family of that person, or the spouse or intimate partner of that person. 

 
APPENDIX B 
 

A. Evidence Based / Promising Practices 
 

1. CSA Evidence Based Practices 
Adolescent Community Reinforcement Approach(A-CRA): A-CRA is a behavioral 
intervention that seeks to replace environmental contingencies that have supported alcohol or 
drug use with pro-social activities and behaviors that support recovery. A-CRA is an outpatient 
program that targets youth 12 to 22 years old with DSM cannabis, alcohol, and/or other 
substance use disorders. A-CRA includes guidelines for individual, conjoint and family sessions. 
According to the Clients’ needs, therapists choose from among 17 A-CRA procedures that 
address such issues as problem solving skills, communication skills and active participation in 
pro-social activities. Role-playing and homework are important components. It is approved for 
in-home and other community settings. Treatment typically includes ten (10) individual sessions 
with the Client, two (2) sessions with one or more Family Clients and two (2) sessions with the 
Client and Family Client together. Additional information on A-CRA may be found at National 
Registry of Evidence-based Programs and Practices (NREPP).  
Brief Strategic Family Therapy (BSFT): BSFT is a short-term structured, problem-focused 
approach to intervention and treatment that helps children and adolescents 6 to 17 years old 
who exhibit rebelliousness, truancy, delinquency, early substance use and association with 
problem peers. It has also been effective with family issues such as poor behavior management, 
anger, and problematic relations. BSFT can be implemented in a variety of settings in the 
community and in Clients’ homes. It is typically delivered in 8 to 12 weekly sessions. Sessions 
may occur more frequently around a crisis because these are opportunities for change. Steps 
include organizing a counselor-family work team, diagnosing family strengths and problem 
relations, developing a change strategy to capitalize on strengths, and then implementing 
change strategies. Additional information on BSFT may be found at National Registry of 
Evidence-based Programs and Practices (NREPP).  

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)https:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)https:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)https:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)https:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)
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Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT): CBT is an integrative therapeutic approach that 
assumes that cognitions, physiology, and behaviors are all functionally interrelated. This model 
posits that Client’s emotional or behavioral distress is influenced by the way they perceive, 
manipulate and respond to information within their cognitive system. Treatment is aimed at 
identifying and modifying biased or distorted thought processes, attitudes, and attributions, as 
well a s  problematic behaviors via techniques that actively involve the Client’s participation, such 
as self-monitoring, cognitive restructuring, and hypothesis testing. As such, the treatment goal is 
to develop a more rational and adaptive cognitive structure, which in turn is seen as a pathway 
to improving both affect and maladaptive patterns of behavior. SAMHSA documents the 
effectiveness of CBT with adolescent (13-17) and young adult (18-25) populations. NAMI has 
validated other documented studies that the model was effective with Clients from 9 to 18 years 
old. CBT is typically delivered in twelve (12) to sixteen (16) weekly sessions. CBT and its 
recognized adaptations, such as Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Adolescent Depression and 
Trauma Focused Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, is an eligible EBP. Additional information on 
CBT may be found at National Registry of Evidence-based Programs and Practices (NREPP).  

Multi-Systemic Therapy (MST): MST is an intensive family and community-based treatment 
program that primarily targets chronic, violent juvenile offenders, or substance-abusing juveniles, 
ages 12 to 17, at-risk of out of home placement. MST views the youth as involved in a network of 
interconnected systems that encompass individual, family, and extra- familial factors (peer, 
school, community) and recognizes that it is often necessary to intervene in more than one of 
these systems. MST is typically provided in the home to reduce access barriers. Therapists have 
small caseloads of four to six families, work as a team, and arrange appointments at the family’s 
convenience. The average treatment involves about 60-hours of contact during a four-month 
period. Additional information on MST may be found at National Registry of Evidence-based 
Programs and Practices (NREPP).  
  
Solution Focused Brief Therapy (SFBT): SFBT is a goal-directed collaborative approach to 
psychotherapeutic change that is conducted through direct observation of Clients’ responses to 
a series of precisely constructed questions. Although not yet recognized by SAMHSA, the 
evidence is mounting as to the efficacy of this approach which has shown some effectiveness 
with younger populations (ages 5 years and up) as well as adults with issues such as school 
difficulties, aggressive behavior, alcohol abuse, eating disorders and phobias. It focuses on what 
Clients want to achieve through therapy rather than on the problems that brought them to 
treatment. The therapist invites the Client to envision a preferred future and take steps moving 
toward it supported by the Client’s strengths and resources. SFBT, as the name implies, is brief. 
On average, Clients receive SBFT between six (6) to ten (10) sessions. 

 
Transition to Independence Process (TIP): The Transition to Independence Process (TIP) 
Model™ is an evidence-supported practice based of providing Case Management that 
demonstrate improvements in real-life outcomes for youth and young adults with 
emotional/behavioral difficulties (EBD). It is the intent of this solicitation to support adolescents 
and young adults within the population of focus to engage in their own future planning through 
an individualized process that provides Clients developmentally-appropriate services and 
support using the TIP Model™ approach. 
 
 
 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)https:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)https:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)https:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)
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2. CSA Approaches for Client Engagement 
 
Motivational Interviewing (MI): MI is a goal-directed, Client-centered counseling style for 
eliciting behavioral change by helping Clients to explore and resolve ambivalence. The 
operational assumption in MI is that ambivalent attitudes or lack of resolve is the primary obstacle 
to behavior change, so that the examination and resolution of ambivalence becomes its key 
goal. MI has been applied to a wide range of problem behaviors related to alcohol and substance 
abuse as well as mental health issues. A widely accepted intervention for adults, the Center on 
Alcoholism, Substance Abuse and Addictions has validated other documented studies that the 
MI model was effective on Clients 14 to 20 years old. Additional information on MI may be found 
at National Registry of Evidence-based Programs and Practices (NREPP) and at Center on 
Alcoholism, Substance Abuse, and Addictions. 
 
Motivational Enhancement Therapy (MET): MET is an adaptation of motivational interviewing 
that uses an empathetic but directive approach in which the therapist provides feedback that is 
intended to strengthen and consolidate the Client’s commitment to change and promote a sense 
of self-efficacy. It attempts to elicit intrinsic motivation to change substance abuse by resolving 
the Client’s ambivalence. Documented studies have shown the model to be effective with 
adolescent Clients, ages 13 to 17, as well as adults. Additional information on MET may be 
found at National Registry of Evidence-based Programs and Practices (NREPP).  

 
3. HIP Evidence Based Practices  

 
Adolescent Community Reinforcement Approach (A-CRA): A-CRA is a behavioral 
intervention that seeks to replace environmental contingencies that have supported alcohol or 
drug use with pro-social activities and behaviors that support recovery. A-CRA is an outpatient 
program that targets youth 12 to 22 years old with DSM cannabis, alcohol, and/or other 
substance use disorders. A-CRA includes guidelines for individual, conjoint and family 
sessions. According to the Clients’ needs, therapists choose from among 17 A-CRA 
procedures that address such issues as problem solving skills, communication skills and active 
participation in pro-social activities. Role-playing and homework are important components. It 
is approved for in-home and other community settings. Treatment typically includes ten (10) 
individual sessions with the Client, two (2) sessions with one or more Family Clients and two 
(2) sessions with the Client and Family Client together. Additional information on A-CRA may 
be found at National Registry of Evidence-based Programs and Practices (NREPP).  
 
Solution Focused Brief Therapy (SFBT): SFBT is an approach where evidence is mounting 
as to its efficacy which has shown some effectiveness with children and families with aggressive 
behavior, alcohol abuse, eating disorders and phobias. It focuses on what Clients want to 
achieve through therapy rather than on the problems that brought them to treatment. The 
therapist invites the Client to envision a preferred future and take steps moving toward it 
supported by the Client’s strengths and resources. SFBT, as the name implies, is brief. On 
average, Clients receive SBFT between six (6) to ten (10) sessions. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)https:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)
http://casaa.unm.edu/
http://casaa.unm.edu/
http://casaa.unm.edu/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)https:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)https:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)
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a.  HIP Information on Promising Practices  

There are several articles on Promising Practices. The Homeless Hub has articles noted 
on their website. 

 
b. HIP Approaches for Client Engagement  

Motivational Interviewing (MI): MI is a goal-directed, Client-centered counseling style for 
eliciting behavioral change by helping Clients to explore and resolve ambivalence. The 
operational assumption in MI is that ambivalent attitudes or lack of resolve is the primary 
obstacle to behavior change, so that the examination and resolution of ambivalence becomes 
its key goal. MI has been applied to a wide range of problem behaviors related to alcohol and 
substance abuse as well as mental health issues. A widely accepted intervention for adults, 
the Center on Alcoholism, Substance Abuse and Addictions has validated other documented 
studies that the MI model was effective on Clients 14 to 20 years old. Additional information 
on MI may be found at National Registry of Evidence-based Programs and Practices 
(NREPP) and at Center on Alcoholism, Substance Abuse, and Addictions 

Brief Strategic Family Therapy (BSFT): BSFT helps children and families and is effective 
with family issues such as poor behavior management, anger, and problematic relations. 
BSFT can be implemented in a variety of settings in the community and in Clients’ homes. It 
is typically delivered in 8 to 12 weekly sessions. Sessions may occur more frequently around 
a crisis because these are opportunities for change. Steps include organizing a counselor-
family work team, diagnosing family strengths and problem relations, developing a change 
strategy to capitalize on strengths, and then implementing change strategies. Additional 
information on BSFT may be found at National Registry of Evidence-based Programs and 
Practices (NREPP).  

 
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT): CBT is an integrative therapeutic approach that 
assumes that cognitions, physiology, and behaviors are all functionally interrelated. This 
model posits that Client’s emotional or behavioral distress is influenced by the way they 
perceive, manipulate and respond to information within their cognitive system. Treatment is 
aimed at identifying and modifying biased or distorted thought processes, attitudes, and 
attributions, as well as problematic behaviors via techniques that actively involve the Client’s 
participation, such as self-monitoring, cognitive restructuring, and hypothesis testing. As such, 
the treatment goal is to develop a more rational and adaptive cognitive structure, which in 
turn is seen as a pathway to improving both affect and maladaptive patterns of behavior. 
Additional information on CBT may be found at National Registry of Evidence-based 
Programs and Practices (NREPP).  

Multi-Systemic Therapy (MST): MST Primarily targets chronic, violent juvenile offenders, 
or substance-children or families experiencing homelessness. MST views the individuals as 
involved in a network of interconnected systems that encompass individual, family, and extra-
familial factors and recognizes that it is often necessary to intervene in more than one of 
these systems. Therapists have small caseloads of four to six families, work as a team, and 
arrange appointments at the family’s convenience. The average treatment involves about 60-
hours of contact during a four-month period. Additional information on MST may be found at 
National Registry of Evidence-based Programs and Practices (NREPP). 

 

http://b.3cdn.net/naeh/ad7c37dc418d63ca89_hfm6bhhhl.pdf
http://homelesshub.ca/solutions/best-promising-and-emerging-practices
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)https:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)https:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)
http://casaa.unm.edu/
http://casaa.unm.edu/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)https:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)https:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)https:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)https:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)https:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)
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Motivational Enhancement Therapy (MET): MET is an adaptation of motivational 
interviewing that uses an empathetic but directive approach in which the therapist provides 
feedback that is intended to strengthen and consolidate the Client’s commitment to change 
and promote a sense of self-efficacy. It attempts to elicit intrinsic motivation to change 
substance abuse by resolving the Client’s ambivalence. Additional information on MET may 
be found at National Registry of Evidence-based Programs and Practices (NREPP).  

 
APPENDIX C 
 
Human Services Software System 

CSA    &   HCS  
CSMS Participant Training Guide 
CSMS User Access Form 

 
HIP 
HMIS Policies & Procedures (Broward Homeless Continuum of Care) 

 
APPENDIX D 
Billing/Invoicing/Match Requirement  

CSA 
Refer to CSA Section F. 

 
HCS 

Refer to HCS Section G. 
 
HIP 
 
General Information: Providers must compete the General Funds Invoice Template supplied by the 
CGA. All invoices regardless of funding stream must be submitted by the 15th of each month following 
services unless otherwise directed.  
 
Match Requirements: HIP requires Match for General Fund Providers as outlined below. Match may be 
designated either as units of service and/or in-kind contributions that are dedicated to, and utilized 
solely, by the project. Match must be reported with the monthly invoice unless otherwise directed. Units 
of Service and/or in-kind match submitted to the County must include supporting documentation that 
accurately reflects the program eligibility and the cost / value of the match. Refer to the HIP Invoice 
Template for further instructions. 
 

1. A 10% Match is required for General Funds Services. Required Documentation for 10% 
match is captured in units. The services listed below are exempt from the 10% match 
requirement: 
• Behavioral Health Safe Haven (Performance Based project with 5% retention) 
• Child Welfare Family Diversion Pilot 
• Rapid Re-Housing (Family) 
• Homeless Assistance Centers* (See Below) 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)https:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAMHSA_National_Registry_of_Evidence-Based_Programs_and_Practices_(NREPP)
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/CSMSParticipantTrainingGuideV2013.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/CSMSParticipantTrainingGuideV2013.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/CSMSUserAccessFormv3Sample.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/HMISPPManualV9BCCoC.pdf
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2. A Match requirement applies to the following services unless otherwise noted in the contract: 
• Central Homeless Assistance Center 
• North Homeless Assistance Center 
• South Homeless Assistance Center 

 
a. Required documentation for match component is listed below: 

The Provider must submit a signed Certification Form monthly with their invoice packet 
The Certification Form will serve as Provider’s acknowledgement that the documents 
submitted are eligible match expenses. The County will conduct an onsite monitoring at 
least every 6 months to validate the certification. The County will verify Provider’s 
documentation by considering the following: 

o General Ledger, sub-accounts and supporting documentation (payroll registers, 
receipts, volunteer activity logs, fair market value calculations, etc.) 

o Revenues and expenditures are properly recorded. Provider can trace the Cash 
match to the General Ledger for both revenues and expenses. Expenditures are 
supported by cost documentation (Payroll registers, paid receipts, cancelled checks, 
etc.). 

o Cash match must be funds spent on eligible activities. 

o In-kind match is the donation of real property, goods, supplies, equipment or 
services. An In-kind account must be set up in the General Ledger, with specific 
sub-accounts for In-kind match categories (goods, services, etc.) The value of In-
kind contributions must be calculated at rates consistent with those ordinarily paid 
for similar goods or services. 

o The authorized signatory must sign the Certification form as reflected on Exhibit B.1 
of the Agreement. 

 
Refer to HIP Section M. 

 
APPENDIX E 

Outcomes and Reporting 
 
• Carryover Client: Clients served from one contract year to the next within the Life of the contract. 

Initial contract year will begin with zero Clients. 
• Contract Year: The commencement date to expiration date specified in Exhibit A of the unit-of-

service contract and Article 3 of the consultant Agreement. 

• Discharged Clients: Clients who change funding source or exit program after receiving services.  

• Drop-out Clients: Client-driven. Client is a no-show, failed to communicate/respond to follow up 
requests for rescheduled appointments after receiving at least one service. 
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• Incident: An activity or circumstance involving the Provider, any Broward County-funded Client, or 
Provider staff which requires official reporting to any entity related to illegal activity, credentialing or 
licensing issues, unethical behavior, medical attention, and other issues related to service delivery. 
If Provider is unclear if an activity or circumstance should be considered an incident, the Contract 
Grants Administrator should be contacted to determine if submission of an Incident Report to 
Broward County is required. In this definition, Clients refer to Broward County-funded Clients.  

All Providers must notify the CGA within 24 hours if: 
• Provider reports to Florida Abuse Hotline 
• Death, Injury, abuse, arrest, exploitation, contagious illness, or endangerment of Clients 
• Illegal activity(ies) involving Clients or Provider’s staff 
• Property damage affecting housing quality or safety, or affecting equipment purchased 

with County funds  
• Notification of any lawsuit(s) initiated against the Provider 

• Life of the contract: The complete time services are provided under the contract which includes 
the initial contract period + all option periods + extensions (as needed). 

• Unduplicated Client: An individual who is counted only one time during the contract year receiving 
one or more services and/or have more than one episode of care. The Client should be counted 
only once in the contract year regardless of how many times he/she received services. 

 
 
APPENDIX F 

 
Monitoring 
• Administrative & Programmatic Review Elements 
• Unified DCF Grant Subcontracting Monitoring Tool (HIP) 
• HUD Monitoring Tool (HIP)  
• Refer to Chapter I, General Information Section O. 
 
 
APPENDIX G 

 
Records Management 
Refer to Chapter I, General Information Section L. 

 
 
APPENDIX H 

 
Reports 
Refer to Chapter I, General Information Section M. 

Taxonomy 
Taxonomy Definitions Credentials (Effective October 1, 2019) 

 
 
  

http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/MonitoringAdminReviewElements.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/MonitoringAdminReviewElements.pdf
https://browardauthor/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/HIP-DCF%20SubContractor%20Monitoring%20Tool%20FY2019.pdf
https://browardauthor/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/HIP%20-%20HUD%20Monitoring%20Tool.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/MasterTaxonomyDefinitionsCredentials%20FY18%20GS%20RFP%20%20effective%204.1.19.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/MasterTaxonomyDefinitionsCredentials%20FY18%20GS%20RFP%20%20effective%204.1.19.pdf
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APPENDIX I 
 
Forms 
 
General CPD Forms 
 
• Client Demographic Report  
• Incident Report Form  
• Invoice Template & Instructions 
• Invoice and Corrections Due Dates  
• Outcome Report & Instructions 
• Quarterly Report (Narrative) 
• Required Services Documentation 
• Utilization Report Form 

 
Procurement Forms 

• Scrutinized Companies Certification 
• Certification of Non-suspension or Debarment 
• Domestic Partnership Benefit 
• Public Entities Crimes Act 
• Drug-Free Workplace Certification 
• Non-Discrimination Policy Certification 
• Applicant Small Business Assurance Statement 
• Counterterrorism Compliance Form  

 
HCS Forms 
Refer to Chapter I, General Information Section O. 
 

RW Forms 
• Client Eligibility Chart  
• Corrective Action Plan Form & Instructions 
• Dental Procedure Code Fee Schedule (Approved Non-University Based)  
• Dental Procedure Code Fee Schedule (Approved University Based)  
• Dental Procedure Code Fee Schedule (Specialty)  
• Invoice Template (Ryan White Part A) 
• Labs Medical Billing Rates  
• Monitoring Tool (Ryan White Part A)  
• Outpatient Medical Billing Rates  
• Pharmacy Formulary Listing - Generic  
• Pharmacy Formulary Listing – Brand Name  
• Pharmacy Formulary Listing – By Drug Classification Tier 1 and Tier 2  
• Provide Enterprise (PE) User Guide  
• Quarterly Narrative Report Instructions (Ryan White Part A)  
• Service Category Fees and Limitations 

 
  

http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/2019DemographicReport.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/IncidentReportForm2013.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/InvoiceSheetTemplate.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/InvoiceCorrectionsDueDates.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/2019BlankOutcomeReport1.pdf
https://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/FY19QuarterlyReportNarrative.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/RequiredServicesDoc.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/2019MonthlyUtilizationReport.pdf
https://browardauthor/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/Scrutinized%20Companies%20Certification.pdf
https://browardauthor/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/Certification%20of%20Non-suspension%20or%20Debarment.pdf
file://bc/efs/bcshared/agencies/cpd/Community%20Partnerships/Provider%20Handbook/Domestic%20Partnership%20Benefit
https://browardauthor/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/Public%20Entities%20Crime%20Act%20Affidavit.pdf
https://browardauthor/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/Drug%20Free%20Workplace%20Certification.pdf
https://browardauthor/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/Non-Discrimination%20Policy%20Certification.pdf
https://browardauthor/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/Applicant%20Small%20Business%20Assurance%20Statement.pdf
https://browardauthor/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/Counterterrorism%20Compliance%20Form.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/ClientEligibilityChart2016.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/CorrectiveActionPlanFormandInstrcRyanWhiteProgram.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/Oral%20Health%20Non-Univeristy%20Rates.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/Oral%20Health%20University%20Rates.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/Oral%20Health%20Specialty%20Rates.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/InvoiceTemplate.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/Labs%20Medical%20Billing%20Rates.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/Labs%20Medical%20Billing%20Rates.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/MonitoringToolRyanWhitePartA.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/Outpatient%20Medical%20Billing%20Rates.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/Outpatient%20Medical%20Billing%20Rates.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/Ryan%20White%20Part%20A%20Formulary%20by%20Generic%20Name%20Tier%201%20and%20Tier%202_updated%208.19.19.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/Ryan%20White%20Part%20A%20Formulary%20by%20Generic%20Name%20Tier%201%20and%20Tier%202_updated%208.19.19.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/RWPA%20Formulary%20by%20Brand%20Name%20Tier%201%20and%20Tier%202_updated%208.19.19.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/RWPA%20Formulary%20by%20Brand%20Name%20Tier%201%20and%20Tier%202_updated%208.19.19.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/Ryan%20White%20Part%20A%20Formulary%20by%20Drug%20Classification%20Tier%201%20and%20Tier%202_updated%208.19.19.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/ProviderEnterprise(PE)UserGuide.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/QuarterlyNarrativeReportInstructions.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/ServiceCategoriesFeesLimitations082616.pdf
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HIP Forms  
• HUD Inventory Report  
• GF Inventory Report 
• HUD    Invoice   Template  
• HUD Match & Leverage Guide  
• Program Income Tracking Form 
• 100% Grant Payroll Certification Form 

 
 

APPENDIX J 

Service Delivery Models  
• AIDS Pharmaceutical Local SDM  
• Case Management (Non-Medical) SDM 
• Central Intake and Eligibility Determination (CIED) SDM  
• Disease Case Management SDM 
• Emergency Financial Assistance SDM 
• Food Services SDM 
• Health Insurance Benefits SDM 
• Health Insurance Continuation Program SDM 
• Integrated Primary Care SDM 
• Legal Services SDM 
• Mental Health Services SDM – Ryan White  
• Oral Health Care SDM 
• Outpatient/Ambulatory Medical Care SDM  
• Substance Abuse Care Services SDM 
• Employment Support Services – CSA 
• Mental Health - HCS 
• Rapid Rehousing Continuum of Care Model - HIP 

 
 

[The remainder of this page is intentionally blank] 
 

http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/HUDInventoryList.pdf
https://browardauthor/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/GFInventoryList.pdf
https://browardauthor/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/HUDInvoiceTemplate.pdf
https://browardauthor/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/HUDMatchandLeverageGuide.pdf
https://browardauthor/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/ProgramIncomeTrackingForm.pdf
https://browardauthor/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/GrantPayrollCertificationForm.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Pages/ContractServicesProviderHandbook.aspx
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/AIDSPharmaceuticalLocalSDM.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/CaseManagementNonMedicalSDM.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/CentralIntakeandEligibilityDeterminationCIEDSDM.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDMDiseaseCaseManagementMedicalCaseManagement.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/EFA%20SDM-Approved%2008.22.19.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDMFoodServices.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDMHealthInsuranceBenefitsSupportServicesNonMedicalCaseManagement.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDMHealthInsuranceContinuationProgramHICP2018.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDMIntegratedPrimaryCareBehavioralHealthServices2018.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDMIntegratedPrimaryCareBehavioralHealthServices2018.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/LegalServicesSDM.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDMTraumaInformedMentalHealthServices.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/OralHealthCareSDM.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/OutpatientAmbulatoryMedicalCareSDM.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SubstanceAbuseCareServices(Outpatient)SDM.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDM%20CSAS%20Employment%20Support%20Services%20-%20FINAL%20-%20%20March%2028%202019.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDM%20CSAS%20Employment%20Support%20Services%20-%20FINAL%20-%20%20March%2028%202019.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDM%20HCS%20v2%201.31.19%20FINAL.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDM%20HCS%20v2%201.31.19%20FINAL.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDM%20HIP%20v1_FINAL.pdf
http://www.broward.org/HumanServices/CommunityPartnerships/Documents/SDM%20HIP%20v1_FINAL.pdf
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